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EA.*6.4- will be there in the future [page 10]  Jessica the burning of books and the oblit-
Thebus is using toy theater in her classes at eration of the past. He was an an-The Future of Puppetry Northwestern University as a training tool

archist calling for change. But he
Welcome to the 37"' issue of Puppetry Inter- for future directors-risky business, given

was also an artist who introduced
national -in which we consider the future the highly addictive nature of puppetry!

of puppetry and celebrate three significant [page 191 Tom McLaughlin,responsible for notions of sound, text, cacophony

anniversaries. First. this issue marks 30 "siliconizing" such well-known puppets as and modernism to an elite part of
Yoda and Jabba the Hutt. lets us in on theyears since Bonnie and I took over the pro- society often disconnected fromtricks of the trade of this "material of theduction of UNIMA-USA's magazines. That

was 1985 . It was called A Pnpos and was future"! I page 321 There is so much more : the tumultuous moments in their

only available to our members. (Back then Theodora Skipitares exposes Iranian stu- own history. Futurism had a sig-

Bonnie still had dark hair and 1 had, well. dents to new ways of creating theater, Jyana nificant influence on modern art.
Browne ruminates on a futuristic bunrakuhair-a lot has changed in the intervening It jangled the status quo and shookopera, and Honey Goodenough takes us intodecades !)

We are also marking 25 years since the world of medical simulation puppetry- up complacent aesthetics. But it

the death of Jim Henson. UNIMA-USA's a new way of training physicians that looks was an alarm clock that went off a

first president and a man whose foresight. to have a bright future. long time aeo.
imagination and generosity helped to set
puppetry's course toward a brighter future Futurism The Futurism Conference and its sequels
[see Cheryl Henson's article. page 41. Futurism 11 (Watertown. CT) and Futurism

Finally, it is also 25 years since the first Futurism, as a general term, simply denotes 111 (San Luis Obispo, CA) used the term in
"puppetry futurism" conference at Atlanta's "concern with events and trends of the fu- its general sense, ody capitalized because
Center for Puppetry Arts, a gathering of ture or which anticipate the future." Ray it is a title. It was Nancy Staub who came
people active in the field to discuss their Kurzweil, for instance, has been called up with the name: "The conference title
plans . desires and dreams for puppetry as "America 's greatest futurist ." As a proper Fititirism was my choice . At that time some
we trudged toward the new millennium. noun, however, it has a very specific mean- . scientists' claimed they could accurately
More on that conference and -futurism" in ing. Cheryl Henson explains: predict the future up to 10 years and called
a moment. themselves futurists." I hope this clears upThe word 'Futurism' refers to a

All puppeteers, even those who do any confusion as to the difference between
specific early Twentieth Century"traditional" puppetry, think about the fu- futurism and Futurism, and will serve to

ture. even if it is only to wonder what next art movement. [ ...1 Filippo Tom- stanch the flood of letters from indignant
season will look like,or if the audiences will maso Marinetti'+ 1909 Futurist avant-gardistas.
be there. or the government support. We Manifesto called for the destruc- Cheryl Henson also reminds us that the
dream about making our best show ever. our future does not exist on its own: 'The future

tion of art as we know it, the de-new theater space, an international tour, or will always be built on the past. in reaction
getting our work into a national festival or struction of museums and libraries. to it or in continuation ofit.or some combi-
perhaps Sundance. Many of you took up our 4- nation of the two. The past exists. We need
challenge of making your dreams or plans @ to imagine and then build the future. but it
public on these pages, and perhaps does not have to obliterate the past. Some
those stories will prove inspirational ~ Aqi/-r~/4 .t I.I,~It + ' of the greatest puppeteers of the last gen-
to others. eration came out of the emotional ravailes

Ken Pfeiste recounts his adven- , of the Second World War: Enno Podehl,
tures with short puppet videos cre- Albrecht Roser. Kinosuke Takeda. to
ated for social media and the active ¢ f name a few. Artists of today should
community he found there [page 81. ~ a know about these masters of the
Robert Blush gives us an overview past and many more." To that list, 1
of the puppetry arts program at the w „s would add Bil Baird, whose book
University of Connecticut-with its Tile Art c ).fthe Puppet was a revela-~~2~~*Zint ~ ' ~~ that reason,we include in this issue a

tiontomany of usinthe 1970s. For

future [page 141  Heather Denyer remembrance of Bil by his wife Su-
profiles Werewere Liking, a West F.: 4< 96 sanna. She provides a very personal
African director who is making sure -f glimpse of an artist known primarilyrn
traditional puppetry of that region for his iconic puppets Ipage 361.

ROBOT FROM A JIM BRADSHAW ILLUSTRATION
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The Futurism Conference(s) Andrew Periale
-4 Editor LE

Nancy Lohmann Staub was the conference PO Box 252-4 X#h Aorganizer for the event in July of 1990. She Strafford, NH 03884

says that the idea was Vince Anthony's. aperiale@gmail.com

but Anthony (who hosted the event at the
Center for Puppetry Arts, Atlanta, where he
is the Executive Director) says he honestly C~~111~ 1:~(~~

Designer/Assistant Editor
Bonnie Periale

bperiale@gmail.com
can't remember who first came up with the
idea. Certainly both of them must have been . 02'r[El Historian/Book Review Editor
inspired by the 1975 meeting at the Detroit ZL*Bifg John Bell*

61-~"".-,1 5 17!~Institute of Art proposed and supported by ..C-At.. t. G < john.bell.puppeteer@gmail.com

Jim Henson. That event also had the purpose [El@f:VE Webmaster/
of getting puppeteers to dream about the Consultant for Electronic Media
future of their art and then to bring those Donald Devet
dreams into being.

That was the question put to us by Vince available opportunities for her to perform Advertising

Anthony as the conference began: What do and commune with other puppeteers. then Honey Goodenough
ads@unima-usa.org

you want the field of puppetry to look like the art should take care of itself. Probably
ten years from now, in the year 2000? As a the best result of the conference was that a Production
way oforganiiing our thoughts and keeping bunch of folks devoted to puppetry were Terrie Ilaria, Lillian Meier
u,5 on track, he had engaged the services of able to come together and talk about the STEINWAY STUDIO

Greg Bourne, Co-Director ofthe Southeast future. There weretangibleresults-Hands
Negotiation Network at the Georgia Institute Across the Sea. a sort of foreign exchange UNIMA Membership Services

Lyrric Jackson
of Technology. Each attendee had written a program for puppet companies. It is also LyrricJackson@puppet.org

paper on some aspect of puppetry in advance where Bonnie and i first proposed the idea
of the conference: festivals. conferences, of a puppetry niagazit»ie that would go out Controller
seminars, training, centers. puppetry in beyond the membershipofthe organization. Lisa Rhodes

education internships.funding,publications You are reading it now. Other developments
and collections. These xerved as a starting were beyond our ability to predict: YouTube

Board of Directors, UNIMA-USA, Inc.point for discussions of actual events and videos. puppetry communities on Facebook
Founding President - JIM HENSON

programs. and then what concrete steps and other social media. the Puppet Slain
Blair Thomas - Presidentwould be taken in order to realize them. Network... .

Lynn K . Jeffries - Secretary
Attendees, in addition to the aforemen- Fu tu ri sm 11 w as h e l d th e fo l l ow i ng s u m - Susan Haas - Treasurer

tioned Anthony and Staub , included beslee mer ( 1991 ) at the Eugene O ' Neill Theater Irina Niculescu - Vice President, Committees
Asch ( Henson Foundation ), Joyce Berty Center in Waterford , CT . Jane Henson Manuel Moran - Vice President, Procedures*

(P of A president ). Janet Bradley (Tears of hosted the event . which was part ofthe first Kurt Hunter - Vice President, Publications

Joy). Mary Churchill (Puppet Showplace), National Puppetry Conference there. led by Drew Allison
Marsian De Lellis

Donald Devet (UNIMA-USA president), Richard Termine and George Latshaw. Many Anna Firzgerald
Jane Henson,Allelu Kurten (UNIMA-USA oftheparticipants returned from Futurism I. Honey Goodenough
general secretary), George Latshaw (The agroupaugmented by Eric Bass. Bobbi Nid- Jean Marie Keevins

Puppetry Journal editor), Mkhael N/lalkin zgorski, Roman Paskaand Richard Termine.
(California Polytechnic U..Chairman,Dept. The reports for Futurism I and 11 were made
of Theater), Joann Siegrist, (West Virginia available to anyone for $10, and they pro- Ex-Officio Board Members

U.. theater professor), Steve Whitmire videaninterestingsnapshot ofthe puppetry Vincent Anthony - General Secretary

(Henson Productions) and your P/ editor during that era. With the National Puppetry Steve Abrams - Consultant -
Electronic Media

and designer. Andrew and Bonnie Periale . Conference 25 years old now and Puppetry Leslee Asch - Consultant
Wisely . I think . all the topic areas are International magazine on issue #37 , it is Dimitri Carter - Consultant*

what we might call "service to the field" clear that some dreams do come true. Allelu Kurten - Consultant

rather than the art of it. After all. if we can Michael Nelson - Consultant, Procedures

train the puppeteer, fund the puppeteer. make - AUMR# e. 'Ped*k Andrew & Bonnie Periale - Publications
Bart P. Roccoberton - Consultant

*UNIMA International Councilor r-

www.unima-usa.org/publications

Be sure to check out the additional material on the UNIMA-USA website. A Publication of ~ UNIMA-USA
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by Cheryl Henson

The Futurism Conference was about the future of puppetry and make a good show. Even then,why should an audience want to spend
there is no question that my father cared about the future of pup- time in the creative imagination of another? Good puppet theater
petry. He was always interested in the next new thing-ideas. needs to be good theater as well as good puppetry
techniques, technology, new performers, new directions. But he At times, even good puppetry gets dismissed by theater critics.
also knew that at the core of all good puppetry are two basic and Excellent puppetry is recognized on a subconscious level.it requires
essential elements-a human hand and a human heart. The human a suspension of disbeliefthat can be hard to access in tandem with
hand-the most extraordinary of tools. The human heart-a deep critical thinking. Too often puppetry is still thought of as only chil-
and endless pool of emotion, The manipulation of the puppet, by dren's entertainment. We believe that audiences and critics need to
the performer's hand. brings it to life. but it is the performer's heart seemoregood work. 1 f they are exposed to more and better puppet
that gives it a soul and connects the puppet to its story. The act of theater. theater that touches them on a personal level. then they will
bringing a puppet to life is a generous act. It takes focus and skill and come to embrace puppetry as an art form.
a kind of empathy that verges on love to create the illusion of life. Why does it matter? It matters to us. We make it matter. We

Puppetry has existed throughout human history and will continue must be advocates for puppetry. That was my father's message to
to exist. Why then do we worry about the future of puppetry? other puppeteers. Respect your craft. respect your art. Puppeteers

Will technology replace the human behind the puppet? Will should take puppetry seriously as a profession and as an art form.
audiences continue to come to see live puppet theater'? Howcan Hesaidthiswithalight touch,asenseof humorandasmile. Then
puppeteers be better advocates for their art? These are some of the he worked hard to do his part in making it happen.
questions that we ask ourselves. Jim was president of Puppeteers of America from 1962-63

The illusion of life alone does not engage an audience for long. when he was only 26. He campaigned to open a chapter of UNIMA
Character, story. design: sound. lights, music, voices. humor, wit, here iii the US. He served as president of UNIMA-USA from its
language, emotion, message, meaning; it takes so many things to inception in 1966 through 1980. officially incorporating the entity

JIM GAMBLE, JIM HENSON, ALBRECHT ROSER, BURR TILLSTROM, BIt_ BAIRD, JAY MARSHALL AND CAROLL SPINNEY.

1974 PUPPETEERS OF AMERICA NATIONAL FESTIVAL PHOTO : BOYNTON PHOTOGRAPHY
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in 1979. Together with Nancy Staub and others. he brought the Congressional Record of the United States of America.
1980 UNIMA festival to Washington. D.C. and underwrote many Jim always wanted to make a difference on earth with his
of the costs to be sure that it was a spectacular event. In 1982, he creations, and he surely did.
set up the Jim Henson Foundation to support American puppeteers
working in their own unique styles. In 1984, he produced a series

My mother had long had a love for puppetry and for young
of one-hour television specials called "Jini Henson Presents." each
of which featured six of the best individual puppeteers of his time. puppeteers. She never lost her spark for humor and creative think-

ing. My mother and father founded the Muppets together. They
My father attended puppet festivals and conferences. He stayed in
touch with performers around the world. He worked to build this were performing partners for years before they were married. de-

signing and building the puppets as a team. Her humor was gutsycommunity and to bring attention to this art form.
Jim died only a few weeks before the Futurism Conference and anarchic. She was an excellent artist with a hearty laugh. My

took place in 1990. He was very busy at the time. He had many parentsi balanced each other well. and for many years they were a
eood team. After they separated. my mother's interest in puppetryprojects in the works and business issues to attend to. He was ;iever waned. She coiitinued to attend festivals and conferences, tostretched thin, but I am sure that he would have loved to be there.

In the final reportforthe 1990 Futurism conference, Nancy Staub train new Muppet performers and to look out for emerging talent.
She was on the board of the Henson Foundation with us, reviewingwrites about Jim's leadership and the origins of the conference:
 and selecting grant recipients. She was very much involved in the

creation of the National Puppetry Conference at the O'Neill Theater
Envisioning the future is essential to success. In 1975, Center, which began the same summer as the Futurism conference.
Jim Henson. President of UNIMA-USA. invited pup- Keeping puppetry at the O'Neill Center was important to my mother.
peteers to meet. without their puppets. at the Detroit Creating a safe space for experimentation and the development of

new work, a space that both nurtured and challenged puppeteers
Institute of Arts to share their dreams and make plan,; to

to push themselves as artists, was what she wanted to be a part of.
realize some small part of them. About 50 people spent
a weekend together that generated a surge of activities
including the 1980 World Puppetry Festival, the national

touring exhibition "Puppets: Art and Entertainment:
and the PBS special "Here Come the Puppets.' UNIMA

Citations of Excellence were established to offer recog-

nition to puppetry artists and the Puppeteers of America
Endowment Fund and the Henson Foundation to give

financial support. Jim Henson enthusiastically endorsed

this new conference and intended to take part.

Sometimes it is important to create space to think clearly about
where you want to go. To get out from the rush and the crush of
producing the next show, covering overhead. meeting the next
deadline: out from the pressure to perform, to entertain. to be a
puppeteer out from day to day life to take a broader view and
imagine where you want to see things go. That bird's eye view,
that broader perspective, that is what Jim was looking for and
encouraged others to find. He would have enjoyed the dialogue.

It was my mother who attended the conference that year.
Nancy writes:

Jane Henson set the tone of the meeting. describing the
overwhelming response to Jim's death. Thousands upon
thousands of letters from all over the world are pour-
ing in expressing a profound sense of loss and love. A

tribute to Jim Henson, puppeteer, was even read into the

MARGO ROSE GIVES HOWE)Y A SEAT ON JANE HENSON
PHOTO: RICHARD TERMIi\IE
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special. The majority of the shows we presented were for adult
audiences because we wanted this art form to be taken seriously
as being for adults. Both Nancy and Leslee actively participated
in the Futurism conference and were a direct link between the
thinking of the conference and the goals of our festival.

Jim's vision for the future of puppetry lives on in the work
of The Jim Henson Foundation. The Jitil Henson Company and
The Jim Henson Legacy. The Foundation. of which 1 am the
President. continues to support the development of innovative.
contemporary puppet theater. Since 1982. we have made over
7()() grants to support the work of more than 300 artists. The Jim

F Henson Company continues to honor Jim's love of puppetry. His
fascination with technology led to the Henson Digital Puppetry
Studio. which captures a puppeteer'+ hand and body movements
and translates them to a computer-generated character, turnine
puppetry into animation. The Jim Henson Legacy is dedicated
to bringing Jim's work to a larlzer audience through screen ingA,
exhibitions and talks. At the end of 2015, we expect to celebrate
the culmination of The Legacy's work with the opening of perma-

FESTIVAL POSTER DESIGN BY JANIE GEISER
nent exhibitionN at the Center for Puppetry Arts iii Atlanta and the
Museum of the Moving Image in Queens. New York, followed by
a significant exhibit at the National Museum of American History
at the Smithsonian Institution in 2017. We are thrilled to know

I grew up going to puppet festivals with my parents, visiting that Jim's work will live on through these exhibitions, through
puppeteers and watching shows. Although I built puppets in the new productions by The Jim Henson Company and through the
Henson workshop and did a bit of puppeteering. I was always artist grants given by The Jim Henson Foundation. In addition. my
more interested in the work of others than I was in creating mother'% love ofthe art continues to be celebrated at the National
work of my own. It was at a Puppeteers of America Festival at Puppetry Conference at the O'Neill Theater Center including the
M.I.T. in 1989 that I first saw Enno Podehl perform his show dedication of the Henson Rehearsal Hall and the launching of
Hermami . It was asmall , one-man show about a man , a simple an annual Henson Residency fur a new work of puppet theater .
man, an everyman, who loves but is not able to fightfor his love. My father'+ vision lives on in so many ways. In our family.
A man with sorrow and regrets. He cooks a real egg. He sees it lives in my sister Heather's IBEX performances, the Puppet
his love sent to the gas chamber. Enno remembers the first time Slain Network and Hand Made Puppet Dreams, in my brother
that he puppeteered. He was in a carriage as his mother took Brian's improv puppet show Puppet Up-Uncensored- and so
him out looking for food in the rubble of their bombed oul city. many of his productions, and in niy sister Lisa's leadership of The
A soldier took pity on them and gave her a rabbit he had shot. Jim Henson Company and support of all our work. (We mourn
She hid it in the carriage with him. He took its head in one hand the passing of my brother John who was a puppetcer. artist. and
and its, paw in the other and moved them as though it was alive. father himself) My father's vision lives on in the dedication of
The soft warm fur in his fingers. The rabbit came to life in his his long time collaborator Bonnie Erickson to the Legacy ex-
hands and Enno was a puppeteer. (Then they went home and ate hibitions and of Karen Falk to the Henson Archives. It lives on
it.) 1 wanted more people to see Herniann. I started talking to in the Muppet performers and builders who keep his characters
my father about producing a festival in New York to showcase alive and in the Foundation grant recipients creating their own
the best puppet theater in the world. It turned out that Nancy unique styles of plippetry. It lives on at the Center for Puppetry
Staub had also approached him with a similar concept, and wi Arts where so many of his puppets will be exhibited and where
the Henson International Festival was born. new puppet theater is being made every day. It lives in everyone

Although my father passed away the year after the M,LT. who Comes together to make UNIMA-USA a vibrant community.
festival, I worked with Nancy and then with Leslee Asch to bring because UNIMA mattered to my father.
fivefestivalsto New York.Together. we brought over 120 com- My father's vision for the future of puppetry is alive and well
panies from 31 countries to 13 stages over a decade. We believed in the work of so many people because it was never just his vi-
that we could change the perception of puppetry by showing the Nion. it was always a vision that he shared.
world what great puppetry is. We engaged theater piesenters as
well as critics. We held symposium sessions on Puppet Theater, Cheryl Henson has been the president of the Henson
eneal.ed funders and critics alike in what made puppet theater Foundation since 1992.
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New museum galleries and library, a renovated lobby and atrium, and other
upgrades to our existing spaces will enhance your experience at the Center.

The Jim Henson
Collection
This interactive exhibition will follow
Henson's prolific imagination chronologically,
transporting visitors through environments
that typified the puppeteer's world such as Jim's
Office and the Television Studio.

The GlobalE
Collection

I. 4/ '14 li./1/ , traditions in major cultures from around the
The Global Collection will celebrate puppetry

world. Highlighting the history of puppetry
~ in Asia, Africa, Europe, and the Americas, this
~ Collection will also demonstrate the use of the

art form as a teaching and communication tool.

CENTER FOR

PUPPETRY puppet.org/believeinmakebelieve
Find out how you can help at:

AM
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Puppets in Social Media
by Ken Pfeiste

I always knew I wanted to do a puppet show online but I had no In my first Vines. I started testing how to move the charac-
practical experience. 1 needed to learn how to make puppets and ters. Over the next year. I started to find my voice and refine the
perform with them. I also needed to learn how to light them and character designs. I bought sonic card stock and started making
how to frame them on camera. What I needed waN a place to fail. puppets out of cut paper instead of drawing thein, 1 added pat-

I had heard about a new social network platformcalled Vine. terns, madetheeyes biggerandexperimentedwith different sized
it was like Twitter meets YouTube. People used their cell phc,lies clothespins. l have found paper to be the perfect medium for my
to make short six-second looping videos. 1 watched some compila- ideas- it'x cheap and I can create a new puppet in about an hour.
tions and found that it had an appealing immediacy. It reminded The characters grew and shrank until I ended up with puppets that
inc of Jim Henson's Wilkins Coffee commercials which were looked good on the screen of a cell phone.
only five seconds long and were designed for maximum impact. The unique time conAtraints of Vine have shaped my perfor-

As soon as 1 joined Vine, the first thing l did was look upother mance style. I've learned how to condense my ideas. Itk not just
puppets. The hashtag that led me to them was #puppetsot-Vine. faster but l've had to leam how to edit out every inessential word
I found a motley crew of mostly amateur performers using both or pause. which has honed my comic timing. With the luxury of
custom and store-bought puppets. The most polished was Cor- obscurity. I have been able to let the characters grow organically
duroy Cat. He is asmall pink hand puppet whose family friendly Because of the low stakes of making a vine and a self imposed
humorstood out duc tothe quality of both his construction and his mandate to post something every day. 1 was able to try every
performance. He is performed by Frankie Cordero.a professional idea. I sang songs. danced to records, told jokes. learned stop
puppeteer in New York City who has worked with the Muppets motion animation and people'% reactions told me what worked
and toured with Walking with Dinosanrs . and what didn ' t .

Before 1 joined Vine. I had intended to use hand puppets . but 1 It'sdifficult to tell stories six seconds at a time. After a couple
started playing around with the idea of a paperpuppetthat talked, ol months experimenting with this. I decided itk not worth it to
using a clothespin to move its mouth. 1 drew a cat and an owl . cut clo a story on Vine and I expanded to YouTube toi  longer storieA.
their heads along the lines of their mouths and glued them to old 1 now try to keep my vines as self-contained as possible.
clothespins. It was crude but it worked. My wife Molly agreed Of course, the whole point of social media is to interact with
to portray the owl. and Billy and Lorelai were born. other people. There are many ways to do this. You can remake
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1,040,0 000*0~6 ******4 The most exciting night 1 have ever had on Vine is with the hashtag
#PuppetRapBattle. Rap battles were the meme of the moment, so

~ -M#** 9- - 61,~~-94 (*: /1 Corduroy Cat and I decided to start an all puppet v ersion. It was one
of the most popular things I ever did. 1 really only expected puppet
Viners to participate but I was thrilled when people started to dig their

Ir ,»* r ' old puppets out to challenge us. The hashtag trended and 1 felt the rush
/\ m.p,-64 of performing, likelwasonstage. After a couple of hours and several

battles. 1 decided to forfeit and made it look like the clothespin control-
ling Billy's head fell apart.

It sounds strange but puppets are accepted as full members iii the
community. I think this is because using a puppet on Vine is just a height-

a vine or make a vine reacting or adding to ened version of- the selective self-presentation that everybody does on

somebody else's vine but the easiest way social media. So far. my time on Vine has been an invaluable learning

is to just leave a comment. This sort of experience. It's a great place to woodshed an idea. I've developed an

interaction elevates Vine from a stage to a internal six-second timer. It's been an excellent networking tool. and 1

community. The most fun way to interact is think Vine is an ideal place to begin something bigger.

to create or add on to a hashtag. rve found
this to be a good way to sharpen my improv Ken Pfeiste lives in St. Louis with his wife and two cats.
skills and. as a puppet. 1 have the ability to You can find his vines at vine.co/in.Harmonium and his
say things other people can't longer works are at youtube.com/user/inharmonium.

1 -
Masters of the Marionette

Rufus and Margo Rose

Reed + Light
Works by Anne Cubberly

•11 1

0 0

ballard 1 Royce Circle, Suite 1018 • Storrs, CT 06268

860.486.8580 • bimp.uconn.edu
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Claiming Puppetry Traditions for Africa's Future
by Heather Jeanne Denyer

Werewere Liking's performances always moved to Ivory Coast where she founded lost during colonization.Theunderstanding
begin with adance: Participants spin around a cooperative artist community in 1985. of past beliefs and events enables young
and around to persistent drum beating. per- She gave it the Bassa name, Ki-Yi M'bock, people to address the social issues of today
petuating the atmosphere of a ritual. This is which means 'ultimate universal knowl- and to work towards a better tomorrow: "The
the Hidjingo, a Bassahealingritual . Through edge .-' Thirty years later . thecommunity has children who live here and who are Liven
this process,everyone present. performer or expanded to overeighty members. including this teaching are the ~tars who. when the
spectator, becomes an initiateofthe Ki-Yi anumberofwomen and children taken in time comes,will transmitthis knowledgeto
M'bock theatre. and a spiritual connectionis fromthestteets of Abidjan.Aself-sufficient others."-'Ratherthansimply working tokeep
made between Africa's past and present. In community operating without state fund- fading traditions alive, Ki-Yi's purpose is to
"Sogolon. the Pan-African Musical,or. the ing. Ki-Yi has maintained itself by selling carry the knowledge ofthe past to the future.
Ordinary Life of an Epic Woman," the past homemade crafts and music recordings, as To this end, the theatre they produce adopts
is represented by a feminist interpretation of well as tickets to their performances at home traditions from across the continent to pro-
a Malian epic and the adoption of traditional and on international tours. duce a "Pan-African" theatre geared towards
male Sogo bo puppetry for female and child As the village head . Liking is devoted inspiring social change in the audience .
performers: to educatitig the next generation in the working towards utopia. Liking refuses to

traditions of the continent. As she explains, simply pass on cultural standards. instead.
'In Africa today, people think that the only shore-envisions them.Wecan see this in her

Ki-Yi M'bock way to create comes from the West.. We play 'Sc,golon." which uses Liking's varia-
Cameroonian auteur-director Werewere still have a lot. a lot ofthing~ to share with tionot Mali.in-inspired puppets toretell the
Liking was born in 1950 and indoctrinated humanity."~ She sees an understanding of history ofthe legendary king. Sunjata Kai ta
into the Bassa rituals by her grandparents African traditions as essential to reclaiming from a womans perspective.as it places the
as a teenager. A self-taught writer, Liking the spiritual significance in them thit was queen at the center of the narrative.

WEREWERE LIKING PHOTO: JOSEPH MWANTUALI
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Sogo 86 Puppetry
In "Sogolon," human performers interact with the full-body puppets based on the
Malian Sogo bc). This puppetry was developed by the Bambara people hundreds
of years ago. The name -Sogo bc, means'the animals come forth." and indeed.
a performance entails just that.S Young men create the puppets of water buffalo.
hyenas. lions. snakes. birds, and antelope;. and perform to the accompaniment
of drum music and a female chorus. There is a spiritual connection prevalent
in performances. connecting humans to nature. The performers become the ani-
mals as they are completely encapsulated by the cost,imes. Their entire bodies -Am'AM-*Wy =

from head to foot are covered iii a cloth so that their appendages meld with their -14.*642 1%*3*23 ~ Al
toi-sos as the body of their puppet. Thix is most clear in the snake puppets. More
complex animals have large heads made of wood that are manipulated with 1.1 £ 41• I : " ''438'5~2
long rods by the hidden puppeteer. Human puppets also have arm extensions.
because the Bambara consider the hands and heads as the most important parts R.Fort, -9 & 3,- lf: '-./.vts#,<,~3 ,
of a man. The heads are perched on top of  a frame that sits atop the performers
shoulders. allotting them height and flexibility to move the hands or turn the -<4 *16 <S-166.EN»(CS@
head. The Ki-Yi puppets in -Sc,golon" resemble traditional puppets. although
the heads are made of papier-machd instead of wood. The only other variation la ibma- 0 WIM k &1~»Aa# A, Vi .%::01** .=6 -

that Liking adds to the traditional design is the addition of slits in the body cloth BUFFALO PUPPET
to allow the puppeteers to see better. PHOTO: ROGER TANG

Liking researched and wrote about Sogo 136 in Mali in the 1980s. She draws
on the force of puppets for performances because she believes that "the ancient
African arts affirmed themselves. that is they had something very strong. which
could be transmitted."" Liking explains this in her book. The Puppets 0/'Mali:
-Animists believe in the existence of entities which constitute the principles of
animation of everything that exists: things,animals.humans, spirits.etc. The es-
sence ofthese entities. is in contact with the primal source of all vital energy."'
In this respect.the carved. painted heads symbolize the interconnected spirituality
of all life. By blending the performance of live actors and the puppets. Liking
creates a stage world rife with spiritual potential.

Because the puppet performers encapsulate the spirit of living beings. it is
forbidden for the puppeteer to be visible. In the case of the full-body puppets,
the materiality of the performer is denied. For Liking. this is key to the spiritual
nature at play in performance. She elaborates that there is such a strong tie between
the puppet and the performer that we find it impossible to answer the questions,
-Who is the creator. who is the creature? Who is manipulated. who manipulates?
Who is flesh? Who is spirit? Who is the initiator and who the initiated?"~ To this
end, the puppets retain their cultural significance even though they have been
removed from their original context and are performed by the uninitiated. women
and children. Sogo bi, performances traditionally reinforced a sense ofcommu-
nity among the Bambara people. Liking's theatre uses puppetry in developing a
Pan-African community as an »operational theatre" that she considers the "the
aesthetics of necessity for re-shaping the future.'  In this way. Ki-Yi's theatre
does not betray traditional influences but breathes new life into them.

11



"Sogolon, the Pan-African Puppet Play" We can con~der Liking\. u,e ot puppetry a~ what Matthen
"Sogolon- tell0 the ,tory of a legendary hunch-backed queen. con- Coheti Congder~ -po,t-tiaditional." tor ,lie appropriate„ the Sogo

vdered "the ugliext woman ever to live ." who gives birth to Sunlata bo toramodern critic :11 performance In thintyle of puppettheatre .
KOita. the future toundet of the Mallan empire m Liking 0ubvert0 -production$ u~ually operate oubide traditionally mandated time
ttadition in herver~ion oftheepicto focu, on Sogi,lon.rather than and ;pace. tend to be highly reflexive. and are often polltically
her wn The puppet ot Sogolon reflect~ a further ,tibver~on. lot aware, even,ubverxive '. 17 hi the production of -Sogolon.- Liking

in the Sogo /,6 tradition. the dommant female character (played by uie$ puppeti to reflect one of the political conundrum,he observe„
a male performerin a body puppet) K Yayoruba. who is -the mo,d In Atrica She explain~ how tho,e in povtiom of power today are
beautiful woman "11 She repre~enb the male ideal of a woman -al\vay0 inclined toward0 dietatorihip. e0pecially in the conte,t
with large brea,10 and wide hip'b who i a good,,ubmi~vve wife ot the poorei- countrieC' while the freedom ot the individual 14
The puppet ot Sogolon re~emble, her predece,~or phywcally. with teduced to the point where he or ~he re~embles -a non-articulated
the added attribute, ot horn. on her head mid a hump back Unlike puppet .,1/ Sogolon not ofily ,yilibc,11/e0 the unacknowledged role
Yayoruba. however. Sogolon poxiesse, mntic power$ ot healing that women have hi0torically played in altering the future. but the
and K therefore, more than an ordmary woman When he ban~hei puppet reflecK the po~bility tor audience meinber0 to mvigorate
her tor bearing a crippled eon. Sogolon act, independently of her them,elves a4 it ammating a puppet. to take action to change the
husband. curing her wmi handicap way thing0 are for a better future

Significantly, in BaHa ritual, of which Liking 14 herielf a prie,t- In thi, way. Liking add0 a political edge to the tradition4 ,he
eR, women po~ei the power to heal The imphed vgnificance for adopt, Her w,e ot the puppeb K performative. changing how the

-Sogolon," then, is the need for African people to heal them~elves audience under,tatid0 the Sc,go /1,) tradition and the epic itory of
trom centuries of 4uffering Sylvie Chalaye claim~ that "thif theatre Sogolon The Ki-Yi production 4ubvert0 both tal,e expectation~ of
th an millation to overcome the traumatic expertence" 01 Centurle>, an "authentic" Atrican puppetry In trailitional Sc,gobb orof we~tern-
of oppreHion " Liking u~e~ puppetry m developing a Pan-A fricati ityle reali„tic text-ba,ed theatre While local puppet performance·,

community in an "operational theatre." which Liking convder~ the have become a rare occavoli. practiced only by a few inate al-tiux

"the ae~thetic0 ot nece„tty"'i Ki-Yi'. Pan-African theatre doe4 m Malt. Likingi work honor~ the tradition through the puppet
not betray tradmonal influences, but breathex new life mto them performance. while adapting It a, a modern torm that carries ovel
in,,tead The choice of the heroine re~,onates with Likingi ambi- the tradition from the pa>,t to the future
tion, tor changing tomorrow's,ociety by re-convdering the roles
that women have historically played For one thing, ~he and other Heather Jeanne Denyeris a PhD Candidate in Theatre at
women ot the Ki-Yi troupe cleate and manipulate puppet~ which the Graduate Center, City University of New York, working
i. traditionally only done by men Furthermore. 1.iking reread0 hi~- on a dissertation entitled "Challenging Gender Epistemolo-
tory to place the emphast, on the wite who save,, the kingi land gles through New Francophone Theatre in West Africa."
from destruction. the mother who cure~ her,on who will become She Is a dramaturg, translator, and a Returned Peace
emperor Even more importantly, a. her son bring„ a peaceful rule Corps Volunteer, (Cameroon 2003-2005)
to the world. Sogolon. a, h14 mother. bring„ about the opportunity
to heal the world She 10 the -eternal woman who leads the world to I ani mdebted to the generow. a,v0tance of Judith Miller at New
the birth of a renaiHance. ,,4 ameHage thati0 repeated overandover York Univer~ity and Jo4eph Mwantualiat Hamilti,n College for,har-
by the choru$ Liking uie~ ing their video record-
the example of the legend- ing4 of Likingi work
ary queen to demon>,trate with me This paper wa,
her belief that "Africa will developed through the
only move forward when 'Puppetry and Material
her women choo,e the path Performance" Working
on which their children will Group at the 2014 ASTR
walk "" A0 Valerie Orlando Conference I would like
explain~. -It i4 through this to thank member, of the
·going-back to: 'heeking working group, and 111
2 C -U ....

out,' and -re-identifying with' particular Ali~a Mello.
the ancient. while drawing id &11-1 va Po~ner. and Colette

Claudia Oren$tein. Daf-

erti  feiniilitne.'  ~hath~~e~- 11*,~ , Searl, tor their feedback
ere Liking moxt tormidably ===
write, a new role tor the At- %1*341*14' BIRD PUPPETS

rican femmme charactet "16 PHOTO ROGER TANG
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by Robert Blush

Exciting developments are afoot atthe University of Connecticut front of  more traditional audiences. Roccoberton points to a growing
Puppet Arts Program. where a promising. collective vision for trend iii the arts where puppetry is fused with other forms."finding
the future of American Puppet Arts has been illuminated over new expressions:' and giving focus to a theatrical form that is far
a series of conversations with the faculty. 1 recently called on from dying out. Iii addition, the Puppet Arts Program is receiving
Bart P. Roccoberton.Jr. (UConn Puppet Arts Program Director). record numbers of requests from across the educational, artistic.
Margarita Blush (UConn Puppet Arts Program Asst. Prof. in and community spectra toi creative collaboration. The bottom line
Performance and Directing). and John Bell (Ballard Institute and is that the value of  puppet arts is growing for our audiences - "the
Museum of Puppetry Director) to speculate on the future of the popularity of puppets is growing - (Roccoberton) - and extrapolat-
field, and, while each voiced different emphases and nuance, the ing this trend into the future is highly promising for the field.
three sets of responses were surprisingly similar. Each is optimistic There are two contemporary trends among puppet artists that
aild excited about the outlook of the field. and their responses can are representative of the progress we will see in the long term. The
be separated into three categories: audience growth. developing performer/puppet and performer/audience relationships are evolv-
performers. and theoretical advancement, all of which will lead ing in America: more and more we xee a new balance that values
to a more defined and noticeable professionalism in the field. the performer as well as the puppet. What became clear in the
What 1 have found equally interesting to this theoretical peek conversations with Roccoberton and Blush is that the performer of
into the future is the current mandate of the UConn Puppet Arts the future understands the importance of her own physical presence
Program: progress designed to realize the evolving demands of and its relationship to the puppet. She could be just as captivating
the profession. and engaging without her puppet as she is with it. For some, this

Puppet theatre audiences are growing. The use of puppets in may seem like a break from tradition. but that is not necessarily so.
mainstream commercial theatre as, well as festivals. which have The implication is that the nature of this evolution is rooted in our
brought diverse puppet programming to wider audiences. have need for compelling performance that engage, a wide audience.
begun to challenge what John Bell calls our 'contemporary puppet What we are also seei,ig is an iticreasing nuniber of young artists
paradigm," ie.:'- that puppetry is dying out.- Blush finds that who are empowered to create performance with their own artistic
the current devised theatre movement is bursting with creative voice. Through expression that is often imaginative. immediate.
artists that call on elements of puppetry in their work. placing and relevant. these artists are indoctrinating new audiences to the
performing objects and puppets in non-conforming contexts in profound virtues of their expression and of the puppet arts.

STUDENTS OF THE UCONN PUPPET ARTS PROGRAM
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John Bell anticipates growing dialogue will ultimately mean wider exposure and Since its inception, the program has
on the nature of the puppet arts. As an art larger audiences fur puppet theatre. in the focused on what Roccoberton calls "the
form that is often the proliferation of many same vein of thought. it appears that each nuts and bolts. Our builders know how
forms. the field is searching for greater of the aforementioned visions of the future to perform. our performers know how to
understanding beyond the limited public contains significant componentK that will build, and they WORK when they leave
perception that has sometimes cursed its further professionalism in the field: The rise here." and he is adamant about maintain-
image. By further advancing our theoreti- of the puppet arts among non-traditional ing this core foundation to the program.
cal and practical understanding ofthe field. audiences. the developing and empowered However. a major curriculum adjuxtment
its performance elements.and its social and performer. mid the inciease in theoretical is in the works that will include the op-
politicalsignificance.we will beenhancing knowledge will raise the collective confi- portunity for students to track into one
our own professionalism and training our dence in the American puppet world. of three specialties: Performance and
audiences at the same time. Bell's suggeN- Next year will mark the 5(Y" anniversary Directing, Building and Design. and Pup-
tion that this form lies at the crossroads of the Puppet Arts Program at the University pet Arts Studies. Bell has already added
of numerous disciplines is an intriguing ot Connecticut.begunby Frank Ballard,and courseA in theory and history, and Blush's
notion. Much of the theoretical dialogue the program is experiencing unprecedented new courses in performance and directing
is already happening for its discrete ele- support from all levels of the academic and are having visible effects on the students'
ments. and 1 believe that Bell sees the institutional management. This support ix education. Renewed focus on the empow-
need for dedicated puppet arts schc,lars to evidenced by the addition oftwo new faculty erment of young artists to create with their
contribute and synthesize these dialogues members. and three positions for technical own artistic voice also appears to be high
into conversations that are more immediate and administrative support. The highly vis- on the list of the program's priorities. The
and accessible to our field of practitioners. ible relocation of the Ballard Institute and support and expansion of the program has

The mid 2()"' century move towards Museum of Puppetry also bespeaks both clearly had an invigorating effect on De-
professionalism in the puppet arts in university and community endorsement. partment of Dramatic Arts and the School
East Europe had significant impact on The master plan of the program includes of Fine Arts, as well as the community and
the growth and success of puppet theatre the addition of still more specialized faculty the students and teachers in the program.
in that region. according to Blush. who to help answer the needs of the field - but What remains is the careful and thoughtful
hails from Bulgaria. She senses a move- as John Bell says, "We need to get good at pedagogical work that will bring another
ment in that direction for American pup- having this many'  before the next expan- 50 years of progress.
pet theatre. but rather than a dogniatic sion happens.
and institutional-imposed structure. she Robert Blush is married to Margarita,
sees an orianic self-organizing based on mentioned in this article, and is her
tremendous creativity. inclusivity. and a most sincere critic. He is a perform-
disciplined work ethos. Organizations like er, director, teacher, and scholar-
Puppeteers of America and UNIMA play currently completing his Ph.D. at CU
no small part in this movement. and for ~ Boulder with a dissertation on Auteur
Blush. continued disciplined organization Theatre in Post-Totalitarian Bulgaria.

JOHN BELL, BALLARD INSTITUTE AND

MUSEUM OF PUPPETRY DIRECTOR, LEFT

MARGARITA BLUSE{, UCONN PUPPET ARTS
PROGRAM Ass-r. PROF. IN PERFORMANCE

AND DIRECTING, ABOVE

BART R RoCCOBERION, JR., UCONN
PUPPET ARTS PROGRAM DIRECTOR, RIGHT
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Enhancing Medical Education with Puppetry Techniques
by Honey Goodenough

Early on a Wednesday morning. a team of doctors and nurses This scenario is an example of Medical Simulation. an experien-
gather in the Emergency Department (ED) at Boston Children's tial training method adapted out of the airline industry that has been
Ho~pitai (BCH).-My chest hurts.lean'tbreathe!" saysa fifteen- rapidly expanding throughout medical education on an international
year-old boy. who has been biought to the ED after a motorcross scale. Over the past two decades. medical simulation has emerged
injury. With patient monitors alarming and heightening urgency. as a highly successful form of  training. and has been championed by
the ED doctors and nurses gather around the patient. They check programs such as The Simulator Program at BCH otherwise known as
vital signs and administer oxygen to stabilize the patient. They SIMPeds (www.simpeds.org). BCH is recognized as a top children's
diagnose this patient with a sternal fracture and cardiac ta iii poll- hospital as reflected in their recent 2014-2015 #1 Best Children's
ade, and suffering from shock. After the team performs pericar- Hospital ranking by US'News am/ Wor/d Report. Since 2001. under
diocentesis iii order to relieve pressure causing the chest pain. the direction of Dr. Peter Weinstock. SIMPeds has irown to serve
the patient says. 'That'x better," with a relaxed tone. Suddenly a trom two to over ninety courses for more than twenty-seven BCH
voice from the back of the room calls out.- Okay. pause. We are departments. Activities occur among four major servicelines includ-
goingto bringdown thecurtain."And with that.the facilitator of ing skills/team training (SIMTrain).systems/environmental testing
the EDTrauniaTeam Training Course (often referred toas"-Crisis (SIMTest), cascading know-how among networks (SIMNetwork).
Resource Management" (CRM)) brings the scenario to a close. and a dedicated SIMEngineering division. Many departments at BCH
The tension in the room melts away. the room becomes quiet. now require their physician staff to participate in procedural skills
and the team of physicians and nurses relax. They reached the competency courses, and all new clinical spaces goes through Nimu-
appropriate diagnosis and successfully treated the condition. At lation prior to admitting patients. SIMPeds has also built incredible
the center of the demonstration is a puppet-like human autoinaton international partnerships among twelve pediatric teaching hospitals
specifically designed and dressed to replicate a motorcross injury, in seven countries. each locused on the rapid launch of high quality
complete with load rash. neck brace. and back board. Now that simulation centers. In recent news. SIMPeds has received significant
the goal of the trainine ha% been reached. they will debrief the media attention for its unique approach. marrying simulation and rapid
training session to discuss details of the diagnosis. share medical prototyping to develop anatomic 3D printed models derived from CT
information, and strengthen the team dynamic withthegoal of and MRIscans foruseinsurgicalsimulation mid preparation regarding.
improving patient care. specific patient procedures.
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Enhancing Medical Education with Puppetry Techniques
by Honey Goodenough

Early on a Wednesday morning. a teani of doctori and nurses This scenatio is an example of Medical Simulation. an experien-
gatherin the Emergency Department (ED) at Boston Children's tial training niethod adapted out of the airline industry that has been
Hospital (BCH). "My chest hurts, 1 can'tbreathe!" says a fifteen- rapidly expanding throughout medical education on an international
year-old boy, who has been brought to the ED after a motorcross scale. Over the past two decades. medical simulation hax emerged
injury. With patient monitors alarming and heightening urgency, as a
the ED doctors and nurses gather around the patient. They check pros
vital signs and administer oxygen to stabilize the patient. They SIM
diagnose this patient with a sternal fracture and cardiac tampon- hosi
ade. and suffering from shock. After the team performs pericar- Hos
diocentesis in order to relieve pressure causing the chest pain. the
the patient says, -That's better." with a relaxed tone. Suddenly a fri,n
voice from the back of the room calls out, "Okay. pause. We are dep,
goingtobringdown thecurtain."And with that.the facilitatorol ing
the ED Trauma Team Training Course (often referred toas-Crisis (SIF
Resource Management- (CRM)) bringx the scenario to a close. and
The tension in the room melts away. the room becomes quiet. nou
and the team of physicians and nurses relax. They reached the con
appropriate diagnosis and successfully treated the condition. At hlth
the center of the demonstration is a puppet-like human automaton ime
specifically designed and dressed to replicate a motorcross injury. iii s
complete with road rash, neck brace. and back board. Now that Still

the goal of the training has been reached. they will debrief the 1-lle( POSTAGE & HANDLING for BACK ISSUES of PI
training session to discuss details of the diagnosis. share medical pro
information. and strengthen the team dynamic with the goal of and
improving patient care. XI)e

QUANTITY SHIPPING PRICE-DOMESTIC SHIPPING PRICE-CANAI
2 $ 3.00 $ 3.50
3 $ 5.00 $ 5.50

4-6 $ 5.00 $13.00
7-30 $11.00 $33.00
31+ $15.00 $40.00

INTERNATIONAL (AIR MAIL) SHIPPING AND HANDLING :

~10 SURC}LARGE + 40% OF TOTAL FOR ORDERS UNDER $20
$20 SURCHARGE + 40% OF TOTAL FOR ORDERS $20 AND OVER
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rMedical Simulation is designed to traiti practitioners by -4p8 . . I C
recreating authentic medical Nituations using theatrical techniques; SU\**t . I0// 44
and elements of puppetry to create a reality-based educatic,nal ~ ¥•.* L./ '~
experience formedicalprofessionals. These techniques include the ~f* ~ r ~
use of actors, make-up crafts/moulage. silicone arts and painting,
molding and casting techniques. 3D printing. costuming, and high 'SY.·,· '6' =
fidelity mannequins/automate,ns called simulators . These simula- f
tors are puppet-like human patients that can imitate a variety of ««U.~ . " · ·t
physiological conditions.The simulators, many of which are built
directly within the in - house SIMPeds SIMEngineering Division , ,. ...

 4-- ----- --
represent patients of various ages from premature infants to full
grown adults.They vocalize. breathewith adjustable respiration
rates. have pulses, demonstrate heart arrhythmias. and respond /
to defibrillation. These simulators can be administered IVs and /
fluids and be rigged to bleed or hemorrhage on cue. They allow
professionals to practice basic procedures as well as complex
operations. such as open-heart surgery. The future of medical education will most certainly include

As in most theatrical performances, total commitment is increasing collaborations between artists and engineers to develop
vital. The participants are asked to suspend disbelief and engage even more realistic. relevant and engaging simulations across medi-
with the puppet-like mannequin as they would any patient. The cine. The Simulator Program at the Boston Children's Hospital is
physiological conditions are performed as true to reality as possible. combining this know-how 'in house," working at the intersection of
so that the participants are able to fully invest iii the educational the arts, stage production. and clinical medicine-with puppeteering
process. Timing and transition of physiological changes can be skills forming its roots-to improve the training and support of medi-
critical to the lessons and commitment of the participants. The cal professionals to offer niore practice. safer delivery. and better
facilitator. a physician or n w se.acts as the director of the scenario care for kids, worldwide.
by iihtructing the simulation specialist to puppeteer the vital signs
of the mannequin iii reaction to the treatments administered by the Honey Goodenough, in addition to being a puppeteer and

medical team. The simulation specialist performs the patient's vital Simulation Specialist, Boston Children's Hospital Simulator

signs. while vocalizing for the mannequin. These responses are a Program - SIMPeds, Boston, MA, is also on the Board of

critical part of the diagnosis. indication of care, and determining UNIMA-USA.
levels of consciousness, During some sessions, professional
actors play the part of concerned parents. asking questions with A~J Boston
various levels of agitation. panic. or worry in order to expose (fi11) Child rent Simulator
healthcare professionals to the issues surrounding the treatment Prog ra m
of young patients who will often be accompanied by concerned '%ESS' Hospital
family members. Until every child is well

The Center for Puppetry Arts - Atlanta, GA

PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER
Rated by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution as "one of the top five exhibits
in Georgia ," and by MSN . com as one of the top 10 children 's museums - **12,5 A

hl ,-in the United States. .4,5. .-.990/.1/VI/%64

PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER is a hands-on museum displaying
more than 350 puppets from various time periods and countries around . t - ...
the world. All provide an exploration of puppetry as an international, 8/.MIT=Fjwbp L/A
ancient and popular art form.
 1*61-6'MIC 00*4.

www.puppet.org/museum/permanent.shtml 4"::94, :4:
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Where do I think puppets wil/907 As the Vice-President of UNIMA, 1 have
had the opportunity of travelling around the

by Manuel Antonio Mordin world. and I have seen tremendous growth
puppeteers experience from collaborating

process. ax it has become more acces- with other puppeteers from a variety of dif-
sible to many more people because of ferent countries. 1 believe that iii the near
new technology. In fact. anybody can future there will be more cross-cultural
create from their phone/tablet. which exchanee, This is already evident during
has given the field of puppetry on and many International Festivals. Maintaining
off the stage a tremendous boost and open conimunication is key. Today there is
presence. so much information out there. and every-

However. with such advances. body can have access to it,thus enabling this
I feel that for the next ten to fifteen constant cultural/artistic exchanre, which
years. the tendency will be to go to can only enrich the puppeteers' experience/
the 'craftsier' side: creators will yearn work and. as a result. reshape the future of
for things that are not electronic. and our field. 1 believe the improvement and
will yearn for the handmade -old  openness in communication will only en-
style. Even though the new ways are hance exchange and strengthen our global
creative. artistic and are equally a, partnerships aN puppet practitioners.
valuable. people will value the craft To sum it all up in it a few words. as an
of manual things. and puppeteers will Artistic Director. I see puppetry headed to

I believe that for the past ten to fifteen years, value the return of manual crafting. new horizons. where the combination of new
puppets have been playing an important In other words. there will be a puppe- technologies and the old ways will work to-
role in the American Theater. Currently. the teer renaissance. where puppet builders/ gether. where communities across the globe
use of puppets as a theatrical resource. on artisans will no longer let the 3D printer will communicate more. and the exchanize
television.as wellasin majoreventslike the do their handy work. nor will they allow of information and ideas will lead us into a
Super Bowl. proves that puppets have more their shadow puppets to be replaced with future where puppetry will continue to have
of a presence on stage than ever before. Fur- animation.They will feel the nced to create a profound impact on a personal level. as
thermore, animation and stop motion have and literally "hand-down" their craft to a well as on a world stage.
also become inteerated into the creative younger generation.

Manuel Moran, Artistic Director, Teatro SEA, NY

Thefuture ofthe puppet is inevitable.
by Janie Geiser

We need these figures. these objects. these truth to power. they make us laugh. they help
dolls, these intermediaries. these ciphers. us grieve. they embody our stories.They tell
Made of wood, ash. blood. plastic. cloth. us things about ourselves that we forget to
resin. mud. paper, skin. dirt, light. or pix- understand until we see it through them. We
eis. they are ancient. contemporary, and need them to do this.
ilece5sary. When I started making performances

Puppets are real. They are nothing but with puppets and objects. 1 thought that
themselves. They ground us in their rela- this was an interesting digression, a phase
tic,nship to the material world.yet they move in my art making. However. I've now spent
freely between life and non-life. Their breath decades making material performance and 1
comes from elsewhere. but they can leave have no interest in stopping. lam in awe of
us breathless. their latent power to evoke emotional states.

Puppets are uncanny, confusing,durable. suggest worlds. and make fun of us.
disposable, malleable, duplicitous. beauti- How will puppets survive into the Iii-
ful.ugly. scary, sublime. They say what we ture? Simply by being themselves.

CLOUDED SULPHUR (DEATH IS A KNOT UN[DONE)
won't say and do what we can't do. They tell PHOTO: AMANDA SHANK

Janie Geiser, Theater Faculty, Cal Arts



by Jessica Thebus

On a Monday morning, MFA students are coming into class. They 1 wanted to offer them a course in theatrical storytelling that
are graduate directors and designers. They've been at acting rehears- addressed the choices and challenges encountered by directors and
als and technical rehearsals the night before, working on plays by designers when approaching a play, and I wanted to have them come
Tennessee Williams. Sam Shepard or Lynn Nottage.This morning, at the subject from an unexpected direction.The MFA program at
though. they are doing something different.Theysetuplittlestages Northwesternisrichin courses based around text analysis, theatrical
made out of individual matchboxes.They lay out tiny curtains and styles,collaboration,production andscholarship. What I felt ! could
fantastical miniature objects and arrange candles and flashlights for uniquely offer in the design of a new course was an opportunity to
lighting. Then they introduce their main characters, who are made free students from the assumptions they carry about who they are.
of cardboard and wire, paper and tape, and they prepare to present what their work is, what they are good at and how they think about
two-minute performances that take place in theaters that are an inch the role they play in a production process.
and a half high. This is the Toy Theater class. I had seen images and read about the popular table-top Toy

As I think about the future of puppetry, I find I want to tell the Theaters of the Victorian age. I had also been introduced to con-
story of this course. my favorite to teach in the MFA Directing temporary Toy Theater in the early nineties through the work of
program at Northwestern University. Puppetry can and will take Clare Dolan. Great Small Works, Laura Heit and Janie Geiser. I
many innovative new forms in the hands of puppeteers. but through was a fan ofthe diminutive worlds. the endless transformation.the
this course, I see a different future manifestation for the language simplicity blended with complexity and the handmade humor of
and lessons of puppetry. I see how the theatrical gifts of puppetry scale and surprise. This inexhaustible potential of the form and the
explorations are received by young directors and designers, and staggering variety exhibited at Toy Theater festivals delighted me.
how these gifts become an integral part of the way they think about And, of course, lhad played with putting a toy theater moment in
their approach to the theater, whether or not they choose to employ a few of my own shows, but really 1 was a theater director. not a
ptippetry directly in their work. puppeteer . However. looking for a subject for this unusual course- a

The story of the Toy Theater class begins in 2004, when Anna place where directors and designers could explore storytelling in
D. Shapiro had just become Director of the MFA Directing Program collaboration but outside their usual roles-Toy Theater was an
at Northwestern University and asked me to develop a course for interesting inspiration.
her students. 1 was thrilled to return to Northwestern (where I had In its first year, the class  was an experiment. but it proved a very
received my PhDin 1997 in Performance Studies).and was eager successful one and it is now required for both MFA directing and
to teach talented young directors. MFA design students. directors in the second year and designers

DIRECTOR HANNAH TODD WORKING ON

"THE LovESONG OF J, ALFRED PRUFROCK" FOR THE NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY TOY THEATER FESTIVAL
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iii the third year. I now teach the course with the assistance of a how the story unfolds . The stage is in miniature . and so ailythilig
designer, Collette Pollard. who brings her eye and experience in set truly is possible-pigs can fly. roses can bleed. An empty stage is
design to the process. This way we are able to constantly connect available to each artist, they can choose a myriad of things to fill
the problems and solutions students encounter iii miniature to their it with. arrange it ax they like. and tell the story of their choice. In
work in the larger. three-dimensional, real world. light of this much freedom.the student needs to make strong choices

I chose to focus the course on this relatively obscure performance about the aesthetic path they are going to take. The form exposes
form in order to concentrate completely on the needs of the story any kind of vagary. sloppiness. lack of cohesion and generality.
being told. andthepractical solutions totheproblems thoseneeds Becausestudents areworking aloile onthis project.theyalonemust
create. After years both teaching and directing. I am certain that I make those choices and commit fully to their own vision. This is
was made a better director by encountering a broad range of per- most valuable because a young director must own their own point
formance problems and seeing them in terms of story . One might ofriew al,(mt the wor/d and the story ther are telling . and they must
not be a puppeteer. but the task of making a puppet to represent a be able to defend it. If they paint it red. they need to know exactly
certain character from Shakespeare will intimately connect you to why. And ifit is red crayon, not red paint. they need to explain that.
that character through the series of creative decisions you will need too. Everything has meaning and there are no accidents. This is how
to make. In the same way. one may not be a writer. but the task of a director needs to think.
creating material for the miniature stage forces a series of choices A director must also solve theoretical problems with a practi-
about story, point of view. building suspense. climax, character cal art. and that is another thing the Toy Theater class teaches. For
interaction and theatrical event that are at the heart of a director's example. one student was making a piece about heroin addiction.
process. The Toy Theater class presents the graduate directing and and wanted to personify addiction itself in a puppet. It had to be an
design students with this kind of essential and detailed storytelling evil.completely compelling.powerful force. But what should it look
challenge. And it does not let them rely on any uxual tricks. giving like. and how should it enter? Doex it have an actual face-like a
them nowhere to hide from the story itself. character-with an expression? Is it beautifully seductive? Or is

Toy Theater is also a perfect playground forexploring the pairing it merely a black mist? The student was forced to actually work
of spectacle with intimacy. Skill with both intimacy and spectacle with multiple materials and try them out practically to create thif
are essential to a theater artist. particularly iii the theatrical approach Addiction Character. Black silk sounds right. but then only seems
to story offered by Sarah Ruhl. Will Eno and other contemporary limp when put inside the stage frame. Seductive sounds right but
playwrights. Toy Theater's concentration on spectacle-even at then ends up not carrying any threat. An angry face actually seems
a xmall scale-asks what the intimate moments are and what the toocomic. In the end.the student discovered the phenomenological
theatrical moment, are. and how they are arranged next to each power of using razor blades and wire to create a facele#. slow-
other to achieve what the story demands. moving creature that was bizarre and quite frightening. and it was

To this end, the course has one large project-for each student the materials themselves that solved the story problem.
to create and perform an original Toy Theater show. The process of the course is this: We begin by reading and

This is a rigorous experience of precise visual storytelling. watching all available material that might serve as an introduction
Because ofits economy. the form demands explosive metaphorical to historical. traditional and contemporary toy theater. The students
ini agination joined with a disciplined approach to making materi- thus begin their own processes with a great deal of exposure to the
als work. arranging the procession of the images and orchestrating many possibilities of the form.

DIRECTOR RISHER REDDICK WORKING ON COSTUME DESIGNER ANNA WOODEN WORKING ON

"THE 100% PERFECT GIRL" "THE WALRUS AND THE CARPENTER"
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Then they choose material, and telling, the effect they are desiring
materials. Students have absolutely and what they are trying to say. And
no limitations on determining the because the form allows anything
subject matter and aesthetic of their to happen, they can make rather
owii final piece. In ten years of large changes all the way along in
teaching the course, we have had response to critique in class. One
traditional proscenium pieces.over- wonderful example is the student
head projector pieces. pieces using who was working with a passage
sand trays, antique cabinets. shadow. from Hermann Hesse's Siddhartha.
stiffened prom dresses. ink dropped who made a meticulously detailed
into water and more. What they all Victorian toy theater proscenium
have in common is the process of stage. and found his love for the
solving each storytelling problem. .4/ words remaining unfocused and
efficiently and elegantly in order to remote. He ended up responding
get to the next one. and always using to feedback by bringing in a small
the miniature form for the opportu- 0. aquarium and making equally me-
n ity it offers, rather than trying to ticulous use simply of stones and
bend the material to their will. water to bring the story to life.

This is another essential lesson The first piece students make
for young directors and designers, is the matchbox show. described
to always see the process with a .-' above, so that everyone starts work-
combination of opportunity and ing at the sailie extremely small
imagination. rather than trying des- -,1.11 .. ..· ,5...w, :*.·.,.,«i.,=:. ,·,··44.: , .: .- scale. They then bring in studies
perately to force the thing that you and sketches of their final piece in
first imagined into being. The toy theater process turns out to be shoebox size, and finally in large scale, which is designed to let
the ideal place to examine this-a great example is the student who thirty people watch and be able to at least see something. They
tried for weeks to create a realistic lion puppet to be a guardian angel also have process record assignments. storyboarding assignments
in his piece. He tried fur and articulated feet. wood and fabric. and that evolve ax the piece evolves and poster design to advertise the
tried many ways to make the lion walk across the stage. Then one Festival that ends the course.
day he gave up in frustration and used a large mounted photograph The resulting challenge reveals all of a student's gifts. talents,
of a majestic, sad-eyed lion as a temporary stand in. The class was hesitations and difficulties when they approach their work in the
thrilled. and there was no question that he had found his guardian theater. It also gives them a laboratory to push themselves in this
angel, even though it did not move or enter the frame the way he detailed storytelling learning process. and they must have both the
had imagined at all. Its truthfulness and poetic silence were exactly strength and the vulnerability to perform the end result in public.
what he needed. at the Annual Northwestern Toy Theater Festival. Inspired as 1

The final piece must be ten minutes long, and students design. have been by the Toy Theater Festivals I have seen iii New York
build and perform it themselves. I should stress that most students over the years. 1 am happy to be able to contribute a small one to
are not performers, few are builders and none are puppeteers.They the landscape. The students are often terrified to perform. but the
are expected to be uncomfortable with more than one of the chal- performance experience crystalizes the lessons they have learned
lenges the piece presents. and are not expected to have any prior from puppetry as a permanent part of who they are as theater artists.
experience. It is not as much about executing high quality puppetry And even though \ve have added a second show on festival nights.
as it is about being wholly. personally responsible for every single the audience lines up early and it is always sold out.
artistic and practical choice being made. from material to color to
music to tone to image. There is absolutely no one else to blame if
somethingdoesn'tlook. feelorsoundexactly right.They spendthe Jessica Thebus is a theater maker, director and adaptor
ten-week quarter beine exacting about every puppet  every word. working in Chicago and nationally. She directs the MFA
every idea, every sound and its relationship to the story they are Directing Program at Northwestern University.

SET DESIGNER SE OH WORKING ON "FAMILY PORTRAIT"
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Congratulations to the 2015
Jim Henson Foundation Grant Recipients

PROJECT GRANTS (55,000)

Animal Cracker Conspiracy
PAPER CITIES

Margarita Blush
Unfolding the Story:A Journey of Her Own

Chinese Theatre Works PAPER CITIES
Animal Cracker Conspiracy ~

Mulan: Holding Up Half the Sky

Julian Crouch & Saskia Lane Object of Her
Affection

8/RDHEART Marsian De Lellis

Marsian De Lellis
4 IObject Of Her Affection

Janie Geiser Mul  Holding Up Half the SkyTUNGSTEN (artery) Chinese Theatre Works

James Godwin Unfolding the Story: A Journey of Her Own
Margarita BlushThe Flatiron Hex Chris Green

TUNGSTEN (artery)
Janie Geiser American Weather

Inkfish
Digger

David Lane
4 Chronicles of Rose

Tom Lee
Shank's More BIRDHEART

Julian Crouch & Saskia Lane

Loco7 Theatre Company
r cs & Life's a Dream (or Undefined Fraction)a -----9 i -/f-- 4 Manual Cinema

Mementos Mori

Phantom Limb Company/Octopus Theatricals
Memory Rings

= Trouble Puppet Theater Company
American Weather The Siege Of Heaven: Resistance
Chris Green

2015 Grant Review Board: Cheryl Henson, Richard Termine. Pain Arciero. Louis Borodinsky,
Leslee Asch, Martin Rob5nson. John Farrell. Kathee Foran. Lynn Jeffries. Hanne Tierney



Family GRANTS (33,000)
Katie Campbell
The Ug/y Duck/ing

Dead Puppet Society
Laser Beck Man

Peppercorn Theatre at the Children's
Museum of Winston-Salem
The Tourist Trap

Spellbound TheatreFox vs Kingdom
Studio Reynard Ears, Nose andTail

Thistle Theatre
The Funny Woman Who Lost Her Dump/ing

Eric Wright
Two Stories About Exp/oring:The Soldier's Ta/e
and Four Seasons in Buenos Dairies

Tree Pop
Lake Simons

SEED GRANTS (52,000)
Stefano Brancato & Lone Wolf Tribe .All

Michael Goldfried BULLHEAD F-*/The Indelible Mark on
Spencer Lott -**4'h ~~

Edward Barron 8/ossom
Zach Dorn ../.'/I'l-

San Diego Guild of Puppetry
An Excruciatingly Ordinary Toy

LifeTheater Show
Lake SimonsDrama of Works -,~1

The Untitled Female Pirate Project Tree Pop
,/

Studio Reynard
Great Small Works ~
Muntergang and Other Cheerful Fox vs. Kingdom -

Downfails Visual Expressions r
Dream of Land Two Stories About Exploring: The Soldier's

Dan Hurlin Tale and Four Seasons in Buenos Dairies
Eric Wright

Dramma Plastico Futurista Wakka Wakka Productions
(working title) Made in China

2016 GRANTING CYCLE
The Foundation awards grants at the end of each year for the
creation and development of innovative and contemporary
work for adult and family audiences. The postmark deadline
for letters of intent is March 16, 2015.

Guidelines and applications available at:
hensonfoundation.org

To request an application by mail, please contact our office:

P 
.S

J
k

37-18 Northern Blvd, Suite 400
Long Island City, NY 11101

Phone: 212.439.7504
Dream of Land
Visual Expressions Email: info@hensonfoundation.org
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by Jyana S. Browne

Opera Aoi opens with a digitally altered voice singing a few simple The source for the opera comes from an early noh play . Lady
syllables .' The isolated syllables begin to layer . The rhythm builds . Aoi . which in turn drew from the classical literary masterpiece .
and the singing climaxes with the syllables . -mi -do-ri .- Midori is The Tale of Ge,iji . Both in the noh play and the original . the story
the name of a software program. a vocaloid. In the film. Midori was centers around the jealousy Genji's mistress. Rokuj6. feels toward
once a world-famous pop star. Ten years have passed sinceshewas his wife.Aoi. Inher jealousy. Rokujok spiritpossesses Aoi. which
the reigning pop queen. and the composer who brought her to fame. makes her dangerously sick and. in the original. causes her death.
Hikaru . has found a new singer for his muse . Aoi , a human being . In Opera Aoi . the creator. Hit-oshi Tamawari . adapts the slighted
Midori cannot bear being replaced. but she cannot make music on mistress into a forgotten artistic muse, Midori. Midori. the vocaloid
her own. As a vocaloid. she requires a human intermediary. Opera software. becomes obsolete without the composer who tran%formed
Aoi tells Midori's story using another, older technology that requires her library of sounds into music. in herjealousy, she, too, possesses

human manipulation to come to life: bunraku puppets. Aoi at the climax of the story.
Recently, bunraku puppets have been appearing iii a variety This central theme. the importance of the human being who

of new collaborations that extend beyond the traditional bumaku uses the vocaloid technology to create expression and meaning. ix
framework . In 2002 , Soile:aki-Shinjit Rock took Chikamatfu Mon - underscored by how Opera Aoi films the puppetry . First . the film
zaemon ' s 1703 classic The Li,ve Siticides at Sone:nki and setit to emphasizestheobject- ness ofthe puppets . Thefirstshotof apuppet
a new rock music score. The band performed in the background as in the film opens with a long shot. Aoi's manager sleeps.The natural

the puppets took center stage in traditional costumes under rock pose and the distance of the camera make it difficult to distinguish
concert lights. In 2011. visual artist Hiroshi Sugimoto adapted the that the sleeping figure is indeed a puppet. Then the film cuts to a
same play with acontemporary design aesthetic.digital projections. close up ofthe puppet's polished wooden foot. The camera Slowly
and a restored prologue with newly composed music . Opera Aoi . pans across the puppet to reveal the gaps at the finger joints that
which premiered at Hyper Japan in London in 2014.represents the allow the tingers ofthe puppet to move and the black-clad figure
most radical departure yet. The opera. which was conceived as a ofthe lead puppeteer. The stillness ofthe object further emphasizess
film rather than a live performance. is scored with techno music that it is a puppet. The puppet does not begin to appear lifelike

and vocaloid singing in place of the three-stringed shamisen and until the puppeteer raises its head a few moments later. In this way.
the vocal work ofthe chanter. The wortd offilm and vocaloid is so the tilm highlights that the true creator of the life and emotions of
different from traditional bunraku that puppeteer Yoshida Kosuke puppet is the puppeteer.
said it was "as if a bunraku puppeteer has landed on the moon. - Additionally. the camera generally frames the puppets to include
The film's blending of multiple traditional elements drawn from the presence ofthe puppeteer  Three puppeteers operate the puppet
noh drama and bunraku with the contemporary technology offilm. forAoi: one for the feet.one for the lett arm.and the lead puppeteer
digitized music. and vocaloid software ultimately suggests that for the head and right arm. The other two characters.Aoi's manager
the future of the traditional arts lies in making them relevant to and the psychiatrist. ate both operated by a single puppeteer. The

contemporary audiences through their integration with new forins. puppeteers,vear black and covertheir faces in hoods. but their pres-
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ence behind the puppets and their movements as they manipulate The puppeteers use a gablt puppet head. which opens at the eyes
the puppets are a visual presence throughout the film. mid mouth. The eye sockets appear to deepen. The mouth changes

In traditional bunraku.the puppeteers are not the only artists who from a closed, petite, elegant mouth to a wide grimace. As Aoi's
bring emotion to the puppets, The chanter. who recites descriptive manager and the psychiatrist attempt to placate Midorik vengeful
passages, portrays all the characters in the dialogue,and sings the spirit. Aoik face continues to transform from a beautiful woman to
Iyrical passages. is a critical element in conveying the emotions of a demon in succession until Aoi collapses. When she comes to. she
the characters. For this reason. replacing the chanterwith a vocaloid will have no memory of the spirit possession.
raises one of the biggest questions of the film: Will the vocaloid By focusing on the physical puppet. the puppeteers. and the

be able to capture the range of human emotions to give the story expressive possibilities of the bunraku puppetry. as showcased iii
emotional weight? Voice actor Ishiguro Chihiro and vocaloid pro- the use of the ga/m head. Opera Aoi affirms bunraku as an amaL-
ducer EHAMIC created the vocaloid for Opera Aoi . Yuzuki Yukari . ingart formworthyofourattention . Theuseoffilmand vocaloid
specifically for the film. Vocaloid software. which manipulates a technology also demonstrates that the traditional puppetry has
library of sounds created by a human voice. debuted in 2000. The artistic potential outside the usual parameters. The vocaloid-s chal
process of creating the library of sounds takes about 100 hours.g lenge to the chanter opens possibilities for new experiments that
Vocaloid . most commonly associated with pop music and unime. take the puppet beyond the bunraku context . Additionally. film can
intersected with bunraku in 2()08 when vocaloid pop icon Hatsune travel more easily than a live performance and opens new possible
Miku sang a musical adaptation of The Love Siticide, at Soneraki audiences . Similarly. vocaloid fans represent a hitherto untapped
as a techno pop song. While the juxtapostion of the vocaloid with potential audience. Opera Aoi suggests that these technologies.
source material originally created for puppets posed interesting ques- whether the centuries old bunraku or the 21" century vocaloid. need
tions about the similarities between vocaloid and puppets . Opera a human element to be expressive . It also opens new pathways for
Ac, i takes the vocaloid/puppet interaction to a new level by using a audience development to make bunraku culturally relevant to a
vocaloid to bring emotional life to puppets. new generation.

The vocaloid lacks the raw emotion and human timbre of the
unaltered human voice of the chatiter. But the ranee of the vocaloid Jyana S. Browne is a PhD candidate at the University of

captures the core emotions of the characters. and the technology Washington. She recently spent two years in Japan re-

allows for a layering of voices that a human voice cannot produce, searching love suicide plays ill the 18th century

In the dialogue sections. the vocaloid lines overlay on each other to puppet theatre. -r -'¥r - I

'2*%23#5:2.
build momentum within the scene. EHAMIC also layers the vocaloid .-.ti[ iii
sounds tocreatetwo separate musical sounds. Forexample.he pairs Endnotes
the sung narration with the melody of one of Midori 's hit songs . i Opera Aoi . Dir . Kano Shin . Perf. Yoshida Kosuke . Yoshida
which was based on a Buddhist mantra. This juxtaposes melody. Kanichi, Kiritake Monhide. Star Gate Co. Ltd.. 2014. Film.
rhythm. and style and adds musical complexity to the piece.

Ultimately , bunraku is the star of Opera Aoi . At the climax of i The Vocaloid Opera Aoi with Bunraki{ Puppets . Press Release .
the film. Midori possesses Aoi. who is hospitalized. Aois move- Opera Aoi. 2014. Print.
ments become less human and more like a doll being animated by
an external force. Her hands hang limp at her sides. Her head falls ~ Josiah. "Hyper Japan 2014: Vocaloid Opera Aoi with
forward then straightens only to fall forward again. Then her back Bunraku Puppets Interview." Parallax Phir. 7 Aug. 2014. Web.
arches slightly and. when she bends forward. her face transforms. 2 Nov. 2014.
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by Andrea Balis and Theodora Skipitares
T.S.
A few years ago, Shiva Massoudi. a theater professor at the Uni- Brooklyn. Among my students there is an excitement and hunger for

versity of Tehran.heard about my work and asked for some DVDs the opportunities that working in puppetry provides. Puppet slams

of my projects. Repeatedly, she proposed that l come to make a are growing all across the country. and several performance spaces

project with her graduate students in puppetry. We became seri- feature puppetry events throughout their seasons. As 1 prepared to

ous about this proposal a few months ago. and I. along with my go to Tehran. I wondered if we would find common threads among

longtime dramaturg, Andrea Balis, went to Iran in January for an emerging artists working in Tehran.
intensive rehearsal and performance of NO EMPTY CHAIRS. a Unlike the U.S.. Iran has a long tradition of puppetry. going

variation of our response to Ionesco s THE CHAIRS, which had back to the 12'1' century. The poems of Omar Khayyam refer di-

premiered at La MaMa iii May 2014. The La MaMa performance rectly to string puppets and shadow puppets. Two puppet scholar/

had featured twenty-nine chairs. They were performing objects directors Homa Jedikar and Salina Mohseni Ardehali,are actively

that spoke. engaged in making this tradition more visible. Homa, who was one

For several years. I collaborated with Ellen Stewart, the of the first university professors to teach puppetry, says, "If you

founder of La MaMa Theater. on international projects. We created put something in a university, you will save it." (Homa Jedikar.

multi-media operas and plays in Vietnam, Cambodia, India, and interview, January 8.2015)
South Africa, to name a few countries. Ellen had been a pioneer in Iran, three universities offer B.A. and M.A. degrees in pup-

of international exchange projects since the 1960s, but what was petry. All of these degrees are offered in Tehran. Puppetry was

unique about our collaborations, which began around 2000. was added as a course of study in the University during the mid-1980s.

that puppetry was always an important part of the production. Ellen The curriculum features building, acting, directing, writing and

taught me that international exchange is first and foremost about set design, all related to puppetry. According to Salma Mohseni

creating relationships. Ardehali, "The nineties was a turning point for puppetry in Iran.

One of the characteristics of contemporary puppetry in the Many of the puppet artists began to make non-traditional works

United States is its hybrid nature. This is probably true because for adults, while others continued to make traditional work.Today,

of the relatively short history of our puppet traditions and also both exist, side-by-side.... Young artists who have graduated from

because of our improvisational. innovative approach to artmaking. the university programs are interested in modern and post-modern

Emerging artists from many different fields such as illustration. approaches to puppetry, mainly from Europe. Some of these artists

sculpture, animation, and dance have been coming together recently use the puppet-this metaphorical object-to overcome political

to work as puppetry artists, either alone or collaboratively. This and social limitations." (www.academia.edu/6969352/Differ-

is especially true where 1 teach-Pratt Institute. an art school in ent_Approaches_to_Iranian_Puppetry)

26 OLD WOMAN CREATED BY A CORE GROUP FROM THE WORKSHOP PHOTO: A, BALIS
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A.B.
Webroughtwithusto Tehraninterdisciplin- guess yourselfor yourartistic choices. Her allmake together. And we didn't know what
ary skills of our own. and the benefits of #ystem rested on the idea that a structured that would be yet. So we began to hear the
many years of working together and hours improvisation provides a particular focus stories of the chairs. We were well aware

of discussion about ways in which puppets that unleashes the rest of your creativity of how risky this seemed to the Ntudents.
relate to text. Theodora brought with her a We had eighteen students. sixteen of who were used to working with traditional

rich knowledge of contemporary puppetry whom were female. Before we arrived. the play structures. They had to go on faith
that stretched beyond her own extensive students had been given an assignment.They that this process would work. Furthermore

body of work and included international were told totindachair. onethatevoked per- they frequently commented. on the second
puppet artists. some of whom were familiar sonal memories.Each was to be prepared to day of rehearsal and on virtually every day
to our students and many who were not. explain the significanceoftheirchair. and to afterward.that this was not a familiarway of
Because access to the internet is restricted, work with theirchairas a performing object. working.This re ferred not just to the project,
Iranian artists learn about other artists and That made the chair the focus. The search but rather to the structure of the workshop.
their performances largely fi-om DVI)s and for a chair. the need to find one, did indeed Theodora and I both teach, (at Pratt Institute
video files that circulate on tlash drives. free many of the participants toexplore their and John Jay College. respectively) and we

In addition to my experience as a dra- connections to not just furniture.but to their spend much time discussing pedagogy. We
maturg. 1 brought an expertise with devised own feelings.Iii addition.a core group built have been influenced by the ideas of feminist
theater and especially the improviNation a version oftheten-foot"Old Wonian"pup- pedagogy defined by the Gender and Educa-
techniques developed by Viola Spolin. petwho stal-red inthe New York production. tion Associationsas 'awayofthinkingabout
which led to the formation of Second City according to instructions that Theodora had teaching and learning.rather than following
and. of course. Saturday Night Live. Iii her provided a month before. a prescriptive method." (Homepage. Gen-
1963 book /mprovisation /2,1- 1/ie Theater . The first thing we had to explain when der and Education Association . retrieved
Spolin laid out her theories of actor train- the work5hop began was that. although 2/ 1/2015) The emphasis is on changing the
ing which focused around improvisation. Theodora would show a clip from the New relationship of professor and student, and by
She believed that improvisers have to be York production. this was to be completely using experience as a resource. enipower-
operating in the moment, Improvisation different.Owing very littleto Eugenelones- ing students. andleadingthemto shift their
makes it impossible to preplan or second- co. it would be the production that we would thinking in new directions.

"GRANDFATHER" BY TARA SHOGHI "I'M NOT A CHAIR" BY FAEZE ALAVI

1

PHOTOS: PANTE A HASHEMI
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No EMPTY CHAIRS COMPANY PHOTO A. BALIS

The Workshop Plan of the students were skilled puppeteers . Many of the scenes were fully devel -
We recognized that the lack of a narrative One or two were exceptional. But it was oped and connections between them were

structure made the students nervous. There- difficult fur some of the students to really emerging. By the seventh day of rehearsal

fore on the second day of rehearsal we talked commit to the puppets and let them be the we moved into the performance space. We

about an emerging concept. We explained focus. We were constantly explaining thal had to solve production value issues. while
that. since the stories they had told were the chair was not a prop. that it wax in at the same time doing work on scenes that

almost all memories, the play would center fact the core of each scene. Toc, often they needed rehearsing. It was only possible to

around the idea that this old woman was wanted to explain what wax going on. iii- do this because of the extraordinary degree

rummaging through her past.The memories stead of trusting puppetry to tell the story. of student cooperation and support for one
would not be chronological. since that is not By the fifth day of rehearsal Shira Mas- another.
the way we think. A few of the chairs had soudi began to bring other members of the By the eighth day of rehearsal we had

amorphous stories. rather than anecdotes. theater faculty to meet us. Hoina Jedikar. lights. Musicians had begun to appear and

Some chairscontained shame.rage. fearand the professor of traditional puppetry at- were quickly integrated into the production.

hidden emotions. One chair had somehow tended rehearsals frequently and saved us We could have something resembling run-

come to embody curiosity. These would be from struggling with cultural details that throughs ofour newly created project. which

recurring threads appearing and reappearing were impossible for us to understand. We had indeed been made out of the memories
throughout the production. never felt any reservation from faculty and thoughts of the eighteen Iranian partici-

We talked at length about the idea of about the unconventional production we pants. Language created its own problems.

process. We acknowledged that the rush to were developing. Instead we felt warmly Every direction. every question had to be

decision-making is natural, and that clarity welcomed by everyoile to whom we were translated from English to Farsi or vice

could iii fact cut off creativity. We asked introduced. versa. The only text that we added was an

them to let the production grow. We assured At this point we had enormous respect introduction (which was written to mimic

them that there was tillie for that. even in a for the students. We knew that they were the rhythm of the closing speech which one

ten day production schedule. On the fourth working in unfamiliar ways and they student had already written). But the speech

day of rehearsal. we presented an order for did it willingly. They shared context and wax written iii English of course and then

the scenes and wrote it in large red letters background with us. And they shared food had to be translated. When it was read and

on a white board in the rehearsal room.This with us. We were working long hours, mid roughly translated everyone lovell it. But a

turned out to be quite close to the final struc- although we were housed across the street more detailed translation didnt work. We

ture. By this point most text adjustments from the campus. we discovered that some were sadly told that what was poetic and

had been made, and we began to work on of the students had 2-4 hour commute, lovely iii English wasclumsy in Farsi. So we

increasingly detailed puppetry issues. Most each day. gave the ti'anslatorN creative license. Spoken
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Farsi had its own music. which we could hear but not quite imitate. reminding each other of the shared life of the play. These students
On the tenth day of our workshop we performed what we had were willing to take chances in an environment that did not support

decided to call -No Empty Chairs." The theater was packed to taking risks. We had wanted to provide the sort of empowering
overflowing. And the respoilhe was enthusiastic about both the experience that comes from making art. taking chances mid trying
production and the entire project. Everyone seemed to feel that new things.
this col laboration with American artists had been a ereat success. We conclude with the words of Nazanin Mehraein, one of the

In general. it is hard for American students to tolerate am- workshop participants. -'The workshop was a journey for me. An
--ed every day
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Farsi had its own music. which we could hearbut not quite imitate. reminding each other 01 the shared life of the play. These students
On the tenth day of out workshop we perfornied what we had were willing to take chances in an environment that did not support

decided to call -No Empty Chairs." The theater was packed to taking risks. We had wanted to provide the sort of empowering
overflowing. And the response was enthusiastic about both the experience that comes from making art.taking chances and trying
production and the entire project. Everyone seemed 10 feel that new things.
this collaboration with American artists had been agreat success. We conclude with the words of Nazanin Mehraein. one of the

In general, it A hard for American 3tudents to tolerate am- workshop participants. -The workshop was a journey for me. An
bivalence. They want to know for certain what the right answer adventure. It was really experimental and we learned every day
A. It was perhaps even harder fur our Iranian students who are soinething new. ( I learned) the importance of matter oftime. when
used to an authoritarian structure. But their you should,it get involved with the details and
courage was aniazing. They understood that we vt see a long shot...It waslike we had thiscainera
were trying to guide them away fi-(,ni what was and all the time we were seeing from another
"correct' and towards what they really wanted angle... In the end we really learned a lot. We
to say, and they appreciated it. In part they were learned not to push anything iii the beginning
able to take risks because of the level of trust and uiibind out dieanis .ind wishes ancl our
and cooperation among themselves. Puppetry stories to reach a great destination-
always requires cooperation, but the cohesion
of this group was remarkable. «11'I€j\~ 6 Andrea Balis, longtime dramaturg of

They relied on each other not just fur practi- Skysaver Productions, has an MFA in
cal help with puppetry issues but for much more. directing from NYU and a Ph.D. from
One day, for example, a young woman came to 7,<*.. 1 ' t.~>*a I. 6 the Graduate Center of the City Univer-
us at the beginning of rehearsal and explained LA~Kik vt/.A.<2~0* sity of New York. She teaches at John
that. while she hadn't made any pic,gre~ on her ',"p-41~1 Jay c.ege
own scene. she was excited because she had a
ereat ideaabout anc,ther woman"s >icene.Anc,ther Theodora Skipitares is an award-
woman said that they were often dreaming about winning multi-disciplinary artist based in
the scenes and sharing those dreams with each -./.* 0 New York. She will be working in India

this fall as a Fulbright Fellow.other, The students were remarkably good at

MARIONET-TE BY NASlM YAGHOUTI

PHOTO: T. St<IPITARES

l 1 The Language of the Puppet (includes shipping in U. S.)
$14.95 per copy

r

This landmark book brings together 19 top puppetry
performers, artists and scholars from three conti-
nents, and is full of beautiful pictures.

Available from UNIMA-USA:
1404 Spring St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30309 <unima@puppet.org>

You can now purchase UNIMA publications online with
credit/debit card and electronic checks.
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14 Out of the Archive
(and into the Future.9

i .~il I by Eleanor Margolies
--

I am sorting through the Pit/,pet Notebook archive: invoices from printers and orders from
bookshops. ticket gubs. programmes. letters. festival brochures. Itk a mixture of pleas :int

rediscovery and melancholy. How did all those writers fitid their way to us. with news of
far-off festivals and showx? And how getier(,i,3 people were: Poets let us publish poems

~ that mentioned puppets. An illustrator let us put herdrawing of a bookseller on our review
page. But does anyone need to know how many copies of the magazine were sent iii 2()05
to a theatre bookshop that no longer exists'.1 What should 1 do with these two J i m volumes

61{5(1-111 DENIS about Jan Klaassen. sent as a gift from a Dutch puppet magazine editor for our issue on
VAN 111<'1' POPPENSPI I. the Netherlands. carefully packed in a hand-made cardboard box that fits them exactly?
IN Ni.1)1 RI.AND

And what about this small lino-print entitled "The End of the Iici - that was rolled up in a
hand-written letter with German puppet stickers affixed to the mailing tube?

«Ffdkft'i 'z:

Is there anything in the flotsani and jetsam washed up iii the corners of the former edi-
7 '~-97.« 'Sh ; tc,rial office that might be of use in the future? Like a patent office. the Puppet Notebook

1», archive contains a mixture of theo,it-dated . the still in use and the as yet unrealised . There
are designs for pages that were never printed. outlines and promises of  articles that were

N £....,1,"
never written.scripts for puppet plays that were never produced. There are magazines in- k 61

1 ~r *.5 *: . Czech, Dutch, French. German. Hungarian and Japanese containing images that might
inspire a maker, and historical accounts that a rosiearcher might tall upon. And there are all
the leads I failed to follow tip.

Is there a correspondence, l wonder as I sort through another box-file, between
the appeal of puppets and of magazines? Whether sophisticated or hand-made, they

R I ( .1,1 ; 11 Ill. share a sense of immediacy-after all, anyone can make one using quite ordinary
tools-and ephemerality

Who wouldn't want to make printed matter for themselves? When I was grow-
ing up, my father was part of an editorial collective producing a quarterly journal, at

-r·-,1 i ...> 1 first produced as photocopied typescript stapled between coloured card covers, but
' ''+* later laid out by a real designer. \ went with him once or twice to the paste - up , where

11 -n .i »« {„.'.9 9 ) the columns were cut with scalpels from long galleys and glued to blue-lined layout
boards with a pungent rubber solution called-for unknown reasons-Cow Gum.

\ F 1.-*-Y' Lr

i .. 7 .5 Unwanted scraps of gum were gathered into what I imagined to be-melding two A .
A. Milne poems in a mental lump-something like the India rubber ball desired by
bad King John but as produced by the cow that also gave "milk for his porringer and
butter for his bread."& f 4 0..» 1

At school, official newsletters were churned out on the Gestetner, the letters gradu-
4 6,·» 1 + r ally blurringand filling up with inkas the stencils wore thin, while the sinister-sounding

"Banda" was used for more casual communications-pink or purple hand-lettering,
(L'. 1. given out to us while the pages were still damp with a sweet, almost fruity solvent.I ' a  ,

Later, I discovered the multiple worlds contained in fanzines for bands, poetry
and politics, photocopied and stapled sheets, with "ransom letter" style headlines cut
from newspapers, handwritten articles alongside typescript, found photos and collage.

2 Those early copiers were not sensitive to grey-tones: Photos came out like Warhol's
screen prints, in a bold contrast that made everyone look glamorous. The little maga-
zines, crammed onto a rack by the door ofa bookshop or sold by the publisher from a
shoulder bag, were often mysterious, providing no more bibliographical information
than a PO Box number for correspondence.

So when in 2004, the members of the British UNIMA committee decided to expand
the BrUNIMA Bulletin-at that time, produced as folded sheets with textand images
photocopied in vivid cyan-into a more substantial magazine, I took to the task as a
vocation. I carried around a stack of index cards, each one recording a potential title
(Quiddity, Puppetscope)and tried them out on anyone who would listen, in a low- tech
attempt at market research . Puppet Notebook \Non out . To call a magazine a " notebook"
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ought not sound too pretentious, yet its namesakes would be generated images . In globally franchised shows like Lion King and
illustrious : Theatre Notebook, the Polish underground poetry Wal ' 11() 1 'Se . puppets ( as well as masks. costumes and make up ) are
magazine Brulion and, above all , the Cahiers du Cin6ma . the vectors of the perfectly reproducible theatrical image, making

A friend designed the first issue using a desktop publishing it possible to perform identical shows all over the world (as Dati

program . I took on the layout for the second issue . I learnt how Rebellato describes in Theatre and Globalisation ( 2009 )). But if

to make dropped capitals, bounding boxes and clipping paths. In paper has returned to the puppet theatre. the hand-made has never
the first hectic weeks, 1 dreamt about gutters and overrun text; gone away.
even when awake, 1 briefly saw the world as layout, infinitely John Bell has suggexted that the concept of puppetry gives a

malleable-it seemed that cycle lanes were like text boxes that way of thinking about all kinds ofdirector remote manipulation of
could be widened by pulling on one corner. 1 discovered that the material world. from military drones to the powerful computers
the making of magazines is a physical activity, even when it installed on mobile phones. He describes the -studied obscurity"
involves shifting pixels. surrounding these -most technically advanced forms of object

The digital continues to announce itself as the future, both performance" as like
fortheatreand forpublications. The digitised backissues of Pup-
pet Notebook are soon to go onto the website . Our neighbours, a return to the kind of mystery that enveloped the Greek
Total Theatre and Animations, have gone wholly online and the

automata installed in Fourth-Century BCE temples as
question of whether to keep producing a physical journal-in-
creasingly expensive to printand to post-is frequently raisedat oracles.In Greek temple performance. secrecy and mys-

British UNIMA committee meetings. Meanwhile, the actual cost tery allowed advances in performing object technology to
of the digital-all thoseair-conditioned servers in the desertand be presented as the work of the gods. What purposes are
landfill dumps full of out-dated technology-is near-invisible, served today by simplistic poi-trayal of performing object
paid for by all and by none.

At an international gathering in Pilsen, Czech Republic, in forms? (Bell 2008: 165)

2012, the editors of a number of puppet magazines discussed
the future of their publications. I spoke up for paper-as a cheap I f it's possible to speculate about the future of puppetry at
material that can travel outside ollicial channels. evade censorship all, it may lie in the combination of increasing technical sophis-
and still function in power cuts. And paper has also returned to the tication with forms of manipulation that expose themselves as
theatre in recentyears, often animated to theaccompanimento f manipulation.
live music, In Britain, the artists of The Paper Cinema manipulate Ping! Here's an email from Tim Hunkin. creator ofthe"Under
cut-out pen and ink drawings in front ofa video camera in their ver- the Pict'" arcade of slot machines and automata at Southwold. on
sion of The 0(615:yev and other productions ( hitp ://thepapercinema . the Sullblk coast. How retro! Who even uses coins these days? The
corn). Animator and illustrator Matthew Robins plays with hand- latestmachinetojoin the show is entitled "At t Apocalypse.-It asks:
made silhotiettes in both film and live performance (www.sadlucy. „Have you got whatittakesto joi jithe armed response team?" What
com ). In Something Very Far Away. a collaboration between Robins could be more contemporary? ( www. underthepier. com ) Hunkin is
and writer and director Mark Arends (2012, revived in 2014), video opening a new, arcade of homemade slot machines in London. It
feeds to multiple screens allow for cinematic play with close-ups seems the future of puppetry is full ofthe persistence ofold forms.
and dissolves. while the act ofanimation still happens before our I turn back to the box-tile and pull out William McClure Brown's
eyes - the performers quite visible as they manipulate small pup- lino-cut of the pict- and the handwritten letter thal came with it.
pets in (outer) space.

It's true that shows using -old" materials like paper sometimes Eleanor Margolies founded Puppet Notebook and edited
einphasize the retroaestlietic-as withthetypewriters andanalogue it from 2004 to 2012. She contributed to the Routledge
telephones iii Yael Rasooly's one-woman object and paper theatre Companion to Puppetry and Material Performance (2014)
romance Paper Cm (www.yaelrasooly.com). But wliat makes these and is currently working on a book about props.
shows interesting is not the "period setting" in an earlier era ott ecli-
nology. but what this permits in terms of animation taking place Endnotex:
before our eyes . The German company Thalias Kompagnons *ft.-iga John Bell ( 20()8 ) Americ ·an Puppet
demonstrates this on every scale-from the live painting in What C.AF'm*** Mc ,dernism. Basiligstoke : Palgrave
Does Red Do On Thursday ?, a solo performance for children , to alt/#Ap Macmillan

The Magic F/ute, a production staged with a small orchestra, /9.- '691/ C 7
Dan Rebellato ( 2009 ) Themre undcounter- tenor and live video feed of glove puppets performing Gh) 11(ilijation , Baxingstoke : Palgravein a toy theatre tilted on its back, with layers of imagery that Aq-XLS C ,;70 Macmillan

the performers slide in and out below the proscenium like fil- Z Um.9
ing drawers.

Apparently out-dated techniques-the use of black and white -5) -rather than color, stills rather than moving images - allow uss to
daydream. They set the imagination alight iii a dill'crent way from
the saturated colour, high speed and high definition of computer-

31
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by Tom McLaughlin

A FUTURE WITH SILICONIZED POLYFOAM PUPPETS
In the 1960s. when I was a kid. handmadepuppets were made of could be imagined and sculpted could now bereplicatedin molded
fabric. papier macht. wood and found items from around the house. flexible latex foam.
like wooden spoons and oatmeal boxes. Store-bought puppets Silicone is a relatively new puppet material.It started to be used
were made of fabric. fleece. wood. injection molded hard plastic for puppet animatronics on the movie Babe iii 1995. Silicone's
or soft(er) vinyl. translucency made it the perfect material for the photorealistic

It was Bil Baird's molded latex television puppets and latex foam talking pig. It wasnt until 2()04 tliat silicone was used to paint
stop motion animation puppets like Michael Myerbeigs Hansc'/ latex fuam puppets for the ABBA music video The Last Video . \n
and Grete [ that first inspired my love for rubber puppets . They 2014 great strides were made with dll 'ect application silicone on
were sculptural like the rigid Paul Ashley puppets on the Chuck polyfoam with Puppet Heap's puppets for Brazilian kids' TV show
McCann Show and Baird 's Art Carney Meets Peter and the \VoIf. Qite Monstrn Tc Mordeti ?
but didn't have that tell-tale slit when mouths moved. They bent
and flexed with a range of movements impossible with wooden and DIRECT APPLICATION OF SILICONE TO FOAM
paper papier machO-movements crude by today's standards. but PUPPETS
at the time -state-of-the-art.-

Back then rubber technology was new,developing and very cov- Direct application of silicone to polyfoam puppets is a fun new
eted. Molding and casting "know-how" and rubber formulas were combination. It offers surface treatments fur loam puppets beyond
closely guarded secrets. Baird told methatformolds forthe 1965 fleece. fabric and tlocking. Effects that range from intensely colored
World's Fair. Chrysler molded-latex foam gear puppets were sent raw foam, to complex painting. to sculptural buildups that can be
to the rubber company to be filled.and he was not allowed to watch smooth or textured. Flexible rubber ,kin and paint that can move
the process. Today. youcanfind tutorialvideoson YouTubefor free! with grace and subtlety on top of polyloam.

Inthe 1970s,Jim Henson s polyurethane foampuppets brought Last yearl did two articles for the Puppeteers of-America's Pup-
even greaterexpression and movementto TV puppetry. These were petry Journal on silicone caulking and soft polyfoam puppets. This
sculpted foam rubber puppets made ~ing patterned sheet toam and was an introduction to working with silicone usinu a material -xiii-
shoemaker's glue, combinations of simple geometric shapes covered cone caulking -that can be purchased at hardware stores anywhere
iii fleece. fake fur and feathers that read well on television screens. in the world. For anyone who hastit seen the P of A articles. they
HenM) 11 ' s Dark Co·stal then pushed the envelope with highly de- are up at Silicone Art Materials ' Facebook page . The application
tailed latex foampuppetsonthebig screcnin 1982.Anythingthat techniques coveredthereequally apply to this article.
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TWO TYPES OF SILICONE headphone ear pads. to hand-poured. soft rubber molds and castings.
to bouncy gels and even moist sticky goo. All silicone. All made

Taking things up a notch. there are two types of silicone: PLATI- from silica. Sand. 1 find that amazing.
NUM cure and TIN cure. Tin cure silicone comes as 1 -part "caulk- Silicone has a unique chemistry. It is unlike any other rubber.
ing" and as 2-part systems. Platitium cure silicone only comes as plastic, glue or paifit. Commonly used art and puppet con~truction
2-part systems. materials will not work with silicone. The only thing that sticks

to silicone is more silicone. Paint and adhesives must be silicone-

INTRODUCING PLATINUM SILICONE based.

Vd like to introduce the puppet community to Platinum silicone. SILICONE PAINTTHEORY
which I think is the way ahead for many new puppet-making tech-
niqlles. Paint = Pigment + Binder. With oil paint the binder is linseed

Platinum siliconeissuperioritimanywaysto Tincuresilicone. oil, With watercolor paint the binder is gum arabic. With acrylic
It is "cleaner," has no odor and gives off no by-products asit cures. paint the binder is acrylic polymer. For silicone paint the binder is
Pure grades of Platitium silicone can even be applied directly to silicone! SILICONE PAINT = Silicone-Safe Pigment + Silicone +
the skin. It can be made very soft and not bleed plasticizing oils. Solvent (if needed).
Fast and slow set versions (even super-fast versions) are available. Pigments must be carefully chosen to be silicone compatible.
1-part Tin cure silicone takes overnight to fully cure to a rubber Some pigments do not work with platinum silicone. like those
and smells of vinegar. containing sulfur or tin.

Best of all Platinum silicone can be xpeed cured with a hot hair Pigments are preferred to color silicone. Dyes will bleed out,
drier, making build-ups and painting silicone quite fast-lar taster stain things and tend to fade on exposure to light. Pigments stay in
than Tincure silicone. Platinum cure silicone 'snaputoacureonce silicone andcan be very fade-resistant.
it reaches a certain temperature. One second it'% liquid. the next Liquid silicotie pigments are pre-mixed-dispersed-in a
second it's rubber. With super fast set silicone and a hot hair drier compatible silicone fluid. This makes it easy to mix into silicone.
this means near-instant spot curing It prevents lumps and clusters of color like when using powder

A majoradvancementinsiliconetechnology isthel:l mixtype. pigments or artists' pamts to color silicone. which can rub off on
measured in equal amounts by eye. Previously a scale was needed performers and props.
to accurately weigh the two parts. With 1:1 silicones the exact ratio
is not too important. It will set to a rubber as long as both parts are HOW MUCH PIGMENT?
thoroughly mixed together.

All this makes Platinum silicone the ideal rubber for puppets  You don t need much. Never more than 5% by weight or volume.

especially translucent versions. which are easily pigmented. Any more is a waste of materials and can affect the rubber. Start
out with drops, mix in and add more if needed. As a test, smear a

SENSITIVITIES small amount on a piece of siliconized paper or in a place that won't
show to see if it gives you

Un-cured Platinum silicone is sensitive to soine materials. Platinum the coverage you need.
silicone will not cure in the presence of sulfur, tin and amines. pigments vary. Some are '
Translated: Platinum silicone will never set up against materials transparent, translucent
containing sulfur (latex. foamed latex. latex gloves. sulturous rest- or opaque. Used in small 9 7 1,
due frommatches). themetaltin and Tin curesiliconeand anything amounts,opaquepigments
containing ammonia like uncured epoxy resin and latex. Some can appear transparent.
localities have water high in sulfur. lf this is the case. use bottled Transparent and translu- 8/.

water for clean-up, washing hands and brushes. cent pigments often ben-
If gloves are worn use latex-free, like vinyl or nitrile rubber efit from the addition of _ 4¢~~f-

gloves.As long as contaminant materials are kept away from Plati- opaque pignients. . .1. T<~¢ y
num silicone work areas. and tools and hands are clean. many materi- ',6.

als can be used in the xame workshop alongside Platinum silicone. SILICONE
PAINTING .F ' '' '.* Be aware that sheet pohift,am can be colitaminated witli %[1].fur

fumes when hought , from foumstipply xtoreA thut als<) stockritbbers PRACTICE
and latex foam . Platinum Ailicone wi// /10/ set 111) "'CH ( m contami - Practice texture and paint- VV - 1 i
nated polxfoam . ing techniques on a piece

of paper! Tip: First seal
#. i.

LIKE NO OTHER paper with silicone to give
the paper a surface of sili- /2 .# 51.~'*/1 '.64""S44

As a polymer. silicone can be formulated to span a range of soft- cone. using the base color
nesses and hardnesses wider than any other rubber or plastic. From you'll be working with if 'jr% 473 1 brigid injection molded kitchen utensils,flexible baking trays,tubing.

.
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possible. Let it set. Practice on top of that. This will give you a feel for painting on 1ilicone cosnietics, personal care items and even
castings. PaintleNts won't soakinto the paper. You may need several thin coats of *iii cone "green"dry cleaning.this family of silicone
to seal absorbent paper. Recycled paper bags work well. fluids is safely used by millions of people

each day. and leaves little or no imprint on
WHAT & HOW SOFT the environment. Silicone-based solvents

to look for are Smooth-On Novocs (very
Agood startine material is a l:1 (A/B) - 10 Shore A Durometer" 2-Part Platinutii Silicutie fast dry time. slight odor). Dow 244 Fluid
Durometeris a 1-100 scale measuring softness.The "A" Durometer scale is for soft rub- (niedium dry time. no odor). SAM OSS
bers. 10 Shore A silicone is softer than a rubber band. latex and silicone caulking (2()-4() Odorless Silicone Solvent (slow dry time.
Shore A). no odor).

*
SHORE HARDNESS SCALES WHERE TO GET

Smooth On copyright 2008
*rrt=.1 1 MEDIUM HARD EXTRA HARD You can buy directly or find local distribu-
~ S HARD

tors on manufacturers' websites: smooth-on.0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

1 1 , m I com, polytek.com. silicones-inc.com. 3rd
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 Degree Silicones and Pitiments. 244 Wonder

3 1 : 1 11 1 1 Fluid. OSS Odorless Silicone Solvent and
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

5 m
Silicone Art Materials Silicone Pigment

1//. b/* '740- 1 dispersions are available from alconeco.
com. Silicone pigments are available from

.>r=im Smooth-On. Fu,eFX (fusefx.ca) and Factor
GUMMI JELLY GEL SHOE RUBBER BAND PENCIL ERASER TIRE TREAD SHOE HEEL SHOPPING CART HARD HAT

CANDY INSOLE WHEEL 2 (lactor2.com). Many products. including
d-Limonene. are carried by sculpture and
Apecial effect supply stores.

Silicone Form Cure Speed Work Time Cure Time FUTURE IN RUBBER PUPPETS
Alcone 3rd Degree paste/liquid Very Fast 3 min 10-12 min
PO|yTek PlatSil R Gel I 0 liquid 5-6 rnin 30 min Siliconizing foam puppets is now a new

tool iii your box of puppet making tricks.
Smooth-On Dragon Skin® 10 liquid Very Fast 4 nnin 30 min Rubber puppets without having to make

Fast 8 min 75 min molds! There is a lot of new territory to

Silicones inc P-656 liquid P-656Q: 20 min 50 min explore here. Check out the previous P of A
Puppe/n· Jour,ici/ articles for more infornia-

P-656 B/A 45 min 4 hours
tion on how to siliconize polyfoam puppets.
Most techniques work-painting. troweling.
stippling. Kpiking-with Platinum silicone.

Each manufacturer has additives optimized toi- their silicones. There are softeners and only faster!
thickeners available that can be quite useful. Refer to manufacturers' websites for infurina-
tion on these and other additives. Tom McLaughlin created the rub-

ber skin for such iconic characters
CLEANER SOLVENTS as Miss Piggy, Yoda, Jabba the Hut,

Chewbacca, Ewoks, Babe the talking
Naphtha, Mineral Spirits/White Spirits. Heptatie (rubber cement thimier). even lighter pig and the original Budweiser Frogs.
fluid and Coleman lantern fuel can be used tothin uncured Kilicone to painting consistency Somebody's gotta do it. Tom's new
and cleanup. They smell pretty bad. Odorless Mineral Spirits smells the least and can be venture Silicone Art Materials offers
found at many paint and hardware stores. They all have a medium drying time. They are pigments and finishing materials for
all tlamniable. They are all toxic. All solvents must be used with proper ventilation and silicone.
safety precautions.

Cleaner. low orr odor-free solvents are available which make working with siliconcr
Endnotesa safer. more enjoyable experience. D-Limonene is a citrus-based solvent made from

orange peek It has a pleasant orange scent and is a medium-slow drying solvent. It will Duronieter comparison chart courtesy
Smooth-On. Morgume' made by Casey

eat through plastic cups. M i I len
Silicone-based solvents are more expensive than petrochemical solvents but are well

worth the added cost. Clean. cosmetic-quality. volatile silicone fluids thin silicone for Photos Puppet Heap. Lauren
painting and cleanup, have little or no chemical smell and will not eat through plaxtic. Attitiello.Tc,iii McLaughlin and
They have evaporation rates ranging from slow ( hours ) to very fast ( minutes ). Used in Que Monstro Te Mordeti
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Courtship with Bil Baird
by Susanna Baird

It was forty-four years ago, 1971 in New York City. My lawyer ing puppet characters for Broadway shows and documentary
husband had walked out on me for another woman. After giv- films. he was a prolific writer of limericks and lyricist for many
ing up the house we owned together, five-year-old daughter of his own musical productions. Refusing membership in the
Madeleine and I were left without a roof over our heads. My Sons of the American Revolution. reveled in the company of
brave, ever-smiling child stoically marched beside me as 1 friends  ofall faiths and races, including two Jewish wives and
deposited her each morning at St. Hilda's and St. Hugh's Epis- one of Jewish descent.
copal School, near Columbia University. As a former actress Thirty-six years my senior, it was something wonderfully
who had left a Hollywood television career for marriage and indescribable at first sight. Love! Excitement! A mainstay! Short
moved to New York, I proved to have no great potential on the in stature, with penetrating blue eyes, grey hair and beard. he
job market. Child support and alimony were not forthcoming. resembled a mischievous elf-a pied piper ready to find a secret
and my relatives had stopped talking to me. 1 didn'tknowhow newpath,andanew wayofseeingthings. ltwashishumor,the
we were going to survive. way he made me laugh that lightened my spirits and chased away

Through a miracle-and Imeanabigone-llandedajob theblues. ltwasthesongshesang fromthe romantic past that
as a chairperson of the Drama Committee at the National Arts brought such a joyfully melodie quality to an era of hard rock.
Club on Gramercy Park. Meetings were attended by an array Taking me back to the empty theater on Sunday evenings,
of talented painters. actors and writers, where, as luck would or on long weekends, he would strum on his guitar and sing:
have it, I began dating actor Austin Hay, vice president of the -I don't want to play in your yard_"or -Don't bite the hand
Episcopal Actors' Guild. located on 29'~ Street, a few blocks that's feeding you" (a patriotic song from World War I). After
from the Club. Austin. enthusiastic party-goer and pal. would an especially amorous weekend, draped in a hingi and dragging
drive me home from work in his 1957 Cadillac limousine. his huge. brass tuba to the roof. he'd take a deep breath, his
chauffeuring honored guests to state dinners and assisting me checks filling with air, and blast out army marching tunes and
with errands, giving life a chance again. All things seemed themes from his puppet shows. announcing to the world earth
possible! shaking happenings.

While organizing a dinner in honor of John Houseman. I In the summer. we flew to the Baird home in Menemsha. on
met his friend. Bil Baird-puppeteer, artist, singer and musi- Martha's Vineyard. where we would paddle around the docks in
cian, and colleague from the Federal Theater Project. He also his homemade fiberglass sea island outrigger, the -Koodledadle
was going through a very difficult divorce from a woman he'd do." He drew on rocks we found on the beach. turning them
married shortly after the death of Cora. Bil owned a 250-seat- into Viking gods and busty hula dancers, leaving them placed
theater at 59 Barrow Street in Greenwich Village. The bu ilding, in circles for others to find in the sand. Friends and neighbors
six stories tall, was located a few short blocks from the Hudson strolling on the shore would laughingly pick them up and take
River. Built in 1931, it was situated among the landmark homes them home as souvenirs.
of John Reed and Edna St. Vincent Millay, a few blocks from Often, we walked hand in hand, down to the docks on the
the historic church of St. Luke-in-the-Fields. It had been a Hudson River, watching the sunset and dieaming of the future.
warehouse for a shipping company, covering a whole block or go to dinner at The Blue Mill, a restaurant Bil had frequented
between Barrow and Commerce Streets. since the twenties.As winter came, snow gently fell on the city,

Bil's troupe of puppeteers was one of the first ten official and in a more dulcet frame of mind, he played selections from
theater companies created by the National Endowment for the Franz Lehar's operettas on the accordion. Being of German de-
Arts under the auspices scent, a second language spoken in his childhood home, legend
of Robert Whitehead r" and song of the German culture often made its way into
and Nancy Hanks. In jokes and folk tales in our long and happy
the 1930s and '4Os.he talks together.
had designed and con- e K *:-9 Soon, I
structed sets and props : 0 began work
for Martha Graham „ as his assis-
with sculptor Isamu  tant. reading
Noguchi , later travel - -' ..1r the books in

A.,9ing for the U.S. State '* his vast library.
Department, promot-
ing birth control and 4 r ~'4*9'~*, -,4 ./21~2~,~-'c which included

first editions of
education programs 1=, :-: r.. I J< 7 Lewis Carroll's.,. :,~: t:1)13/.-f»57 ,
for Literacy House , in Alice in Wonder -
Lucknow, India. Creat- /and and colorful

il »»» 9,~157Sb -
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volumes of Godey's Lady 's Book. Best Suddenly, Charlemane the lion
of all, I was learning the history of '0 popped up from behind the living room
puppetry and listening to Bil's spell- couch, his head nodding joyfully from
binding narratives of his adventurous, SO"A\1~<r * side to side. So eager,so gentle in his
often complicated life with a dazzling soft voice, he began to talk to Mad-
array of friends: Buckminster Fuller, eleine. asking if she thought it okay if
Miguel Covarrubias, Fletcher Martin, ilt*86  c~ ' Bil married her mother. Totally forget-
Welthy Honsinger Fisher, Mary Rog- ting the lion was not real, she focused
ers, Sheldon Harnick and so many on his face, wooden teeth and red mane.
others. In their generosity of spirit and His big soft paws patted her head and
inspiration they remained, both in his pleaded in prayerful supplication.
imaginative mind and in their vibrant Becoming quite shy, but full of pride
presence. a source of strength and 6-kit  'IN (6 fEom tbe SM/\119.9 and importance, she blushed a little,
artistic growth throughout his career. 1311«·SUSIP.·MAH'Y hemmed and hawed. Charlemane did

My divorce proceedings dragged his stuff, nudging her with his nose,
on and on. So did his. Time was pass- telling her about the wonderful travels
ing. Woeful accusations were ceaseless and unending. It was a and adventures we would have together and, if she liked, could
process that took nearly two years. take part in one of the puppet plays.

Feeling alone and uncertain of the future, I was left totally It took almost one hour, with Bill's arms lifted above his
devoid of direction and confidence. and with the exception of head behind the couch on bent arthritic knees. Madeleine gig-
Bil, there was no one 1 could talk to. Madeleine began to suffer gling, threw her arms around the puppet's furry neck, kissed
strange weaknesses and fainting spells. We were being moved him and told him it would be wonderful. Bil slowly stood up,
from location to location. rubbing his elbows and knees, with tears in his eyes and re-

Arriving unannounced with a semi-conscious daughter at ceived a kiss from her, too. We began jumping from joy, holding
the home of two friends, Stephen Garmey, Vicar of Calvary hands and dancing around the room. To top it off. out came the
Episcopal Church and his Roman Catholic wife Jane, we were bagpipes, and the strains of"Amazing Grace:
ushered into their book-filled apartment, the bright sunlight Here's to Saint Charlemagne, both the warrior who fought
pouring through the windows of their living room overlooking against heathens, and the lion who remained a steadfast, loyal
Gramercy Park. The walls were covered with original serigraphs friend and companion, whose veneration reached new heights
of Sister Mary Corita. and the air was filled with the delicious that long ago night in our new home!
aroma of Jane's spectacular cooking, for which she later became Despite fears of conflict and economic strife, life for all
famous. Jane went right to work! Providing a roof over our three of us became an unbelievable miracle of love, learning.
heads for eight long months, we stayed in rooms in the church meeting new responsibilities and experiencing the joy and
next to their apartment, recently vacated by nuns. happiness of being one, together.

Bil visited every evening. to sing my daughter to sleep and With Bil, 1 was fortunate enough to carry on the programs
chat in the kitchen in the basement, where the nuns plied us of birth control in the West Indies that he had started in India
with sandwiches made with Wonder Bread. Sometimes. at night for World Education decades before we met. I assisted in clas-
in the empty church, he would play the organ with all the stops sifying his collection of puppets, paintings and Indian artifacts,
pulled out. An Episcopalian,he pounded out traditional hymns now housed in a special wing of the Charles H. MacNider Art
that reverberated loudly throughout the building, shaking the Museum, in Iowa.
stained glass windows fronting Gramercy Park. Occasionally, Helping to organize lecture tours, assisting in courses
much to the annoyance of Stephen, he would play "Poor But- in construction and performance at his school located in his
tertly," which always made me cry. At last. the long and ugly theater. which was an accredited program for students study-
process of divorce came to an end. ing for a Masters Degree at Brooklyn College, we returned to

Late one afternoon, after everyone had left for the day. Bil his native Iowa, starting a tradition of instruction and history
proposed to me in the front pew, and then, collecting Madeleine of puppetry at the MacNider Museum, joining teachers and
after school. took us back to the Barrow Street theater. Dark- craftsmen to develop projects that would further their knowl-
ness had fallen. A sleepy silence enveloped us as we entered edge of other cultures and foreign lands. After waiting a year.
the lobby and took the freight elevator to the living quarters on Reverend Stephen Garmey officiated at our wedding, and Jane
the fourth floor. Leaving Madeleine with me he went quietly became Madeleine's godmother at her baptism at St. Luke-in-
upstairs to his workshop. the-Fields. Alleluia!
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International Festival in Taiwan
by Sha Sha Higby

Also from the Kingdom of Cambodia came Sovanna Phum Art
Association, a wonderful shadow play with puppets. actors. and
dance. It depicted the sad story of an old Cambodian folk tale of
how war transforms people, with illicit passion, a cruel murder. a
vengeful ehost. and a loyal dog. It was balanced and well done.

Then. of course, there was me-not really a children's theater.
I nearly dropped dead after eight shows, the first of which was per-
formed the day I arrived for TV in front of the mayor. That was the

a hardest day. 1 also exhibited the costume in their fabulous museum
for twelve days while we traveled around Taiwan, which was as
beautiful as rd always heard.

The daytime shows were the international groups. performing
for children. The Chen Wu Chou Pam Puppet Troupe from Taiwan

SI-Lou OF TAIWAN'S HSIN HSING Ku PUPPET SHOW TROUPE amazed us with all the special effects!
From the Republ ic of The Phil ippines came the Roppets Edutain-

ment. a cool guy using the head of a faceless puppet in his mouth
Last October 1 attended the international Yunlin Puppet festival in with the rest and the legs and arms controled by the hands. He
Wuwei, Taiwan. l gave six performances, two more impromptu per- daticed to westerti style music and also also did a dance with black
formances,and twoverypopular DIY arts-iii-education workshops. light. white foam outlining the body.
For the most part. performances presented and encouraged the spec- I adored the Hsin Hsing Ku puppet puppet show group Si-Lou
trumoftraditional puppetry withinternationalgroups perfotiijing in from Taiwan. He ix 83 and is so imaginative. playing like achild.
the daytimesoastoencouraeeattendance. School groups alsohad a We spoketc, each otherin Japatiese. Hedoesvery intricate glove
venue for their puppetry, which tended toward the conservative,and puppetry atid gives away lotA (11 puppeth to the audience to encour-
was primarily Taiwanese. Using traditional Taiwanese hand: rod- age the people to participate in their tradition.
and string-puppets, an amazing movie drama -PILI' performance At night I would go to see the Taiwanese groups with the elabo-
that used handmade rod-puppets with articulated eyes and niouth rate box stages. colorful battle scenes.historical dramas. it teminded
and painted eyelashes. They used incredible Hollywood-style special nie so much of my days in Indonesia watching hours of Javanese
effects. This show was most impressive. with its strobes and fire- rod-puppetry without knowing the language. These Taiwanese
crackers, moving rolling painted backgrounds.and fighting scenes. rod- and glove-puppets were a whole lot more active. From Taiwan
This provided quite a contrast to the cute hand puppets of Yunlin. came the Oh Puppet Company. which appeared to be of aboriginal
which employ delicate hand articulation , but amazing spontaneity . descent : the Ah Chung Glove Puppetry presenting a crazy JourneY

In addition to the full ganiut of Taiwanese puppets. there were to the West: a battle of rogues running wild. definitely very ac-
groups fromthe Philippines (ashowgeared moreforchildren).and tive. the Yunlin Second Prison Agency o[ Corrections. ministry of
agroupfrom Japan using 350-year-old Japanesespring puppets that Justice . presenting The New Three Kingdonis: the Ancient Capitol
are operated by two or sometimes three people. Also the Takeda Palm Puppet Troupe: the Taichung Puppet Theatre: Wu Zhou/Hua
marionette theater, Takenoko-Kai. featuring Edo style marionettes Yuan. the Jin Yu Yuan Palm Troupe, presenting the Pawn Shop Of
half the size of the original 90 cm puppets. with what seems like the Soli/. the Chac, Ming Lou Paltii Troupe ofthe Far East. present-
hundreds of strings . performed theirown adaptation oftheoriginal . ing the St,1 / r c,/ the 77ger and Cat 'T Kint// iess ami Hatred in the

From the Russian Federation came Puppet Theatre Vstrech . with 12 Animals of the Chinese 7-odianthe Sheng Ping Wu Zhou Yuan
liya Obuklova and Natalia Lepetukhina. established in 2007. with company presenting The Re.wu-gence c!/ He/c,ic Wine: the Wu Chou
a rather traditional rod-puppet play of Petrushka. Another group Siac, Tao Yumi Palm Puppet troupe. presenting the Taiwane#e folk
came from Havorask.Russia, which was more ofa well-done family tale On/r /he Re/citii·e As.,ists Yoi, iii Face of Danger. the Big Alliance
affair with Petrushka and Russian sona . The kids did a great job . Palm Troupe of Taiwati , presenting The Legend of Pit:· i Feet. Each
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CAMBODIA 'S SOVANNA PHUM PRESENTS THE STORY OF A DOG

show presented by the foreign groups involved many photos
taken of the children with the puppeteers, and that seemed to ,;rx -9, ' 1* 2-~ Vt 45
behalf the fun.

The Taiwanese children are great and very well behaved.
1 think they loved that they could get practically on top of
me when I performed. and responded to every gesture. They
screamed and eigaled. It was the mc,st gratifying show I did.
The teniperature there was tropical. so all that weight of the
costumes in a bodysuit was a bit overbearing

1 learned about the Pili. puppet phenomena from TV. DVD.
and video games-dramas done with Barbie-doll-style puppets.
perfectly crafted wooden-faced dolls. with moving. lower lips
and eyes costing thousands. The clothing was alittle too opulent
with peails, compared to the l ine workmanxhip of the faces. It
is fabulous that this handmade tradition could work itself into
a DVD master series sold in 7-Eleven stores. and marketed
everywhere in the last eight to ten years-a fairly unknown
resurgence of Taiwanese Puppetry.

Sha Sha Higby is a performer/auteur. Her performance
is a whimsical journey of life, death, and rebirth through ASHA SHA HIGBY CREArION ON DISPLAY

ephemeral images that evoke the passage of time and
day, or the shifting of the seasons-a journey in which
movement and stillness meet. www.shashahigby.com
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The Puppet and the Modern
by Marie Jirdskovd (text) and Pavel Jirasek
Arbor Vitae, 2014
456 pages

The Ptippet and the Modern ( the English edition of Lomktict Mod- directielationship betweenthenecessities ofthetheatricaltextand
enicI) provides a thoroughly illustrated survey ofthe most significant design . therefore . as puppet theatre became more accepting of non -
puppet makers of theearly 20~centurytothe 195(katimeof transi- realisminits dramatic texts (although tiot without controversy).
lion between the classical.German-influenced 19'~century traditions italsobecame more comfortable with stylized figure proportions
o f puppetry in Bohemiaand the later modernixt innovations. In doing and other design elements. Largely through its illustrations (the
so, it also provides the reader with a general understanding of the primary content). the book does an excellent job of tracing the
history of Czech puppetry during this time, although that ix not the development of more stylized de5ign practices and shows how
book's primary intent. even the home theatre came to reflect the emerging aesthetics of

The importance of puppetry in what is now the Czech Republic the professional stages.
and Slovakia will hardly be news to readers - after all. UNIMA was The book is more inclusive than most puppet surveys. present-
founded in Prague in 1929. Whatdid surprise me is the sheer scale of ing pi-(,files of the makers atid designers of puppets used profes-
involvementinthecreationofperformances. Bytheend ofthe 1920%, sionally. in clubs and in the home theatres. The overwhelming
the authors estimate that there were over 2.500 registered school popularity of the Czech home theatres required the mass produe-
puppet theaters and puppet theatre clubs actively performing. with tion 01 both puppets and printed settings. not unlike iii the heyday
at least another 2.500 family theaters. Presuming a mininium cast ofthe English toy theatre. As a restilt.differentinethodsevolved to
of 20, their math indicates a need for 100.000 figures! Much work meet the demand.both in the ca~ing of puppet parts (in plaster and
existed for designers mid sculptors.as well as for businesses engaged later. plastic)and through the use of wood lathes to turn them. The
in the mass production of puppets for the home theatre market. domestic puppet theatre in turn influenced the professional ones.

As theatre professionals and puppet collectors. the writers are The book also profiles several visual artists who used puppets as
uniquely qualified; they bring a practical perspective and apprecia- thematic material for their work. A painter and illustrator. MikoltE
tion of-the challengesand innovationsthat are illustiated throughout Ald. often utilized trailitional puppetry thenies in his work. He
the book. While the book primarily focuses on actual figures and was Mi influential. several series ofdoinestic puppets based upon
their makers, much attention is given to the scenery and extended his designs became the first iii:~ss-produced Czech puppets. with
world of the puppet theatre. In fact. this is cited as one ofthe major thelicensing rights passed between different businesses overtime.
attractions of puppetry to the scenic designer: the ability to create 1 was ,urprised to learn that rather than adhering to a -folk"
a visually rich world aesthetic.travelling puppeteers \vould often purchase orcommis-
where the reality of Aion protessionally carved figures. as these were considered to
t~e~1-~man~ fi~r~ ~i~~

 folk puppets previously considered insulticiently sophisticated.

be preferable when mounting quality productions. But iii time.

int~fe~~ with  the  art- ~ ~ lated and reititerpreted the stylized proportions of the very saineOllil professional companies would consciously adopt figures that emu-

an especially signifi- The primary contribution of the book lies in its extensive
cant development in .1..4 documentation of the major designers and creators of puppets
the 20"l century avant- iogGE during this period: few were previously known to me. and then
garde, astheearlier 19'~ only because of their presence in the 2013 -Strings Attached-
century filIurex often exhibition at the Columbus Museum of Art. Of tliese. the most
substituted fur human
performers and strove M gut famous is Josef Skupa. known for his characters Spebl and

to replicate the designs r.3 Bejbl . created by Joset Cejka. influenced the 1919 design of Spebl,
of the conventional it's infori 11:itive to compare i iii:igeN of thecharacters and see how

Hurvinek. The authors argue that mi earlier toy puppet character,

stage and the propor- ,&Inum they vary trom puppets common iii 1919. Versions of Skupa's
tionA of human actors. miullBut of course,there isa I

creations pop up throughout the bc,c,k. as toys and puppets - even
as " sewn hand pilppet.
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While the book focuses primarily upon the string marionette. complements other recently published Czech puppetry books.
lesser known hand puppets and articulated flat puppets are also These include the photographic survey Ce.,ka L<mtkit ( also by Pavel

profiled. Czech stop motion puppetry. while receiving only minor Jirasek. with Jaroslav Blecha and Vaclav Jirasec. in Czech). which
attention. is primarily represented by Skupa student Jiff Trnka. In provides a greater view ofthe classically carved figures of an earlier
much later years . Obraztsov- style rod puppetry dominated the stage . period . and Strings Attached: the Li,·ing Trailition O.f C:ech Pilp -

but these appear to be beyond the scope ofthis book. Akind ofstring pets, an exhibition catalog and essay collection by Joe Brandesky,

puppet renaissance took place after the end of Soviet influence. Beth Kattelman and Nina Malikova. A large. lusciously illustrated

With its focus placed almost exclusively upon designers ( for volume . The Puppet (mci the Modern provides rich documentation
both puppet and scenery) and puppet sculptors. this book may be of a period important to both Czech and world puppetry history.
too specialized for those wanting to get a more general, introduc-
tory view of the world of Czech puppetry . But while the focus Note : As of this writing . The Puppet and the Modern is aval\·able

remains on the figures and their creators, 1 do not wish to give the in the USA through Amazon. and for much less than the identical
false impression that this is "merely" a collector's guidebook. The Czech edition.
scholarship is solid and insightful. and the book makes invaluable
(and inspirational) contributions to our understanding of new Czech -review by Bradford Clark,
puppetry movements in the early to mid 2()~ century. As such. it Bowling Green State University

.e
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Sicilian Epic and the Marionette Theater
by Michael Buonanno
MacFarland and Company, 2014
225 pages

The irc,n - rodded marionettes of the Sicilian opera dei pill} i provided painfully aware of them after inviting a Muslim friend to a per-
entertainment for generations of families in Italy and in the new formance: his friend shrugged off his emban-assment. observing
world . The most famous story dramatized iii the opera dei pnpi wah that what they had seen were "just stories .
derived from the French tales of the King Charlemagne, his paladins 1 was initially disappointed by the authors choice to press-
and their battles against the Saracen knights. In the cliinactic battle. ent his scenes as short narratives. rather than as a conventional
the knight Orlando (or Roland) sounds his horn three times in order script. Trati31.ition~ 01 operat/cip„pitexts aresurprisingly rare,
to warn his sovereign of a trap. This sacrificial effort by the epic.h making these scenarios all the more valuable. (Buonanno cite>,
protagonist causes his own death . and the paladins pass into legend . Built-inch ' s Legend.# of Charlemagile as 'a good resource for the

Michael Buonanno, a professor of both English and anthropology Italian tradition.) But of course. pei-formances have always been
at the State College of Florida, Manatee/Sarasota, uses his specialtieN largely improvised from short scenarios indicating key chancters
to examine the folklore of the Sicilian people from several perspec- and plot lines - an approach shared with many puppet traditions.
tives. His fieldwork took place in Palerino. and his book serves to While Buonanno tratiscribes a short 1980 performance of The
show how Charlemagnes tales , shared throughout many countries . Deuth offlic Palitilins . indicating how phrases were stressed and
evolved so as to address specifically Palennitan concerns. Having elongated, the prose versions of the tales are sufficient for his
spent much time converxing with the citizens of Palermo, Buonanno thematic analysis. (Unfortunately. the transcription as printed
came to recognize the popularity of the complex knight Renaud was appears to suffer from a layout problem. with some jumbling of
far greater than that of the saintly Orlando. the conventional here,. Italian and English versions.) 1 hope that additional translated
Having given up arms and turned to a religious life, Renaud is the Han transcriptions are forthcomine.
Solo of the opera dei impi - he returns at the ]:ist moment to take his As the book concerns itself with the narrative themes of the
place in the battle of Roncevaux. The author portrays Renaud as the opera de, pupi, relatively little attention is paid to details of the
romantic bandit of the story - one who is willing to break the rules actual performance3, although much to his credit, the author
in service of a greater good, and especially to protect his loved ones never loses sight of the text as part of a living event. He describes
from outsiders. He finds a parallel between Renaud and the outlaws of dialogue techniques that parallel speeches of real-life bandits. His
Skily'% romanticized secret societies - including the Mafia - that were concern is in why and how traditional audiences (almost exclu-
thought to resist oppression , although frequently through criminal sively male ) responded to these dramas - how the opera dei pitpi
ineans. In addition, the saintly Orlando serves as a representation of presented characters and plotlines that would bring them in the
the clergy. while the aristocracy represents  the various outside powers door. night after night. before the media age. Tony De Nonno s
that have occupied Sicily over the centuries - including the italian wonderful 1981 filmabout the Manteo Marionettes of  New York.
aristocracy . It 'N One Famik - Knock on Wood makes the same point - the

Buoiianno's study 2 ~6*-- 1 N operci deiptipi spoke furthe membersof the community.drawing
looks at how these char- them together. and in doing so became much more important than
acterizations serve to Sicilian Epic "mere" entertainment.
reflect the relationships While the majority of the book examines thepupi narratives,
and negotiations between and the the author concludes with some discussion of Palermo folk tales
potentially conflicting ' and how they reflect the xame kinds of cultural negotiations
segments of Sicilian so- Marionette i contained in the majorepics. These kinds of"close readings"of
ciety. An early discussion , Theater texts can often become incomprehensible to those outside of the
of Palermo's history and affected disciplines, yet for such a densely packed book. Sty'i/-
the diverse cultural intlu- ian Epic and the Marionette Themer is remarkably accessible.
ences traces the origins of Buonanno iiever strays far from fundaniental questions: Who are
Sicilian identity. Buon- ' ourheroes? What atetheirqualitiex? How do wesee ourselves in
anno also examines the them? How do we mc,Id them to reflect our values? And in doing
religioux hostilities that so.how does the entire process keep us together as a community?
underscore the battles
between the Christian -review by Bradford Clark,
paladins and the Muslim Bowling Green State UniversitySaracens. He became

Michael Buonanno/1 j



BOOK REV E W

The Routledge Companion to
Puppetry and Material Performance
Edited by Dassia N. Posner, Claudia Orenstein, and John Bell, 2014
351 pages

Cresting in on the wave of our current puppetry renaissance is Along with new research on numerous fascinating historical
also the advancement of scholarship in our field. so 'Look-out figures or movements that any puppet aficionado would relish.
folks , the surf ' s up !" with the publication of The Routledge essays delve into such topics as :
Companion to Puppetry and Mitterial Performance.Th\K
publication is a series of essays by practioners and scholars. - removal of meaning in the sensuous theatre experi-
bringing both stories from the trenches and threads from our ence of post-dramatic children's theater
history into a lively volley of theory and practice, dialogues
and traditions, and investigations and hybridizations. Resulting - analyzing the rhythm, music and other-worldliness
mostly from the synthesized fruits of "Puppetry and Postdramatic of Petrushka's voice
Performance: An International Conference on Performing
Objects in the 21»' Century" held in April 2011 at the University - deepening a perspective on the uncanny as a
of Connecticut . the Companion is itself a tangible object that uniquely modern concept
resounds with the ideas of our day concerning all things puppet.

Co-edited by Dassia N. Pc,sner, Claudia Orenstein and John Bell, - forging the idea of visual dramaturgy
North American leaders in the field of puppetry scholarship. this
volume also contains, scholarship and response from twenty-eight - considering the use of material objects iii ritual
other artists and scholars including several foreign contributors. practices of grieving
They aptly claim their book, "the most expansive collection of
English-language puppetry scholarship to date.- - proposing theatrical spectacle as collaboration be-

In addressing our current times as 'a puppet moment." Claudia tween the artist and audience
Orenstein suggests an intimate relationship with puppetry: "Puppets
and related figures that combine anthropomorphic elements with - diving into a fascination with the miniature through
craftsmanship and engineering serve both as important metaphors the emergence of model theater performance
and tangible expressions of our continually changing understanding
of what it means to be human." Dassia Posner poses a fundamental - dissecting and discerning the reading of the puppet
perspective shift: "'If we begin with the assumption that objects show through narrative theorycontain life. will and intent
by virtue of their design Il - crossing the intersection between robots and puppets
and inherent nature rather
than taking for granted that More culturally advanced theoretical practices (fromThe Routledge Companion to film. literature. sociology, politics, philosophy. semiotics.humans wield (and thereby
dominate) inell matter. such a Puppetry and Material etc.) are drawn upon in an attempt to define new theoretical

Performance approaches to puppetry. I suspect an advanced degree in pup-view allows for a productive
rethinking ofhow we interact | petry could be attained by anyone willing to further pursue
with objects on the stage." the numerous bibliographical secrets cumulatively revealed
John Bell proposes we search | in this single volume . This Companion gives platform to the
for the invisible in the puppet ~ thinkers of our day in their search for an articulation to our
by looking into "philosophi- truly unruly art form. The vitality audiences have seen on our
cal,theoretical and scientific puppet stages in the recent decades is dynamically revealed
studies that attempt to under- here in vibrant thought and discourse.
stand the nature of things: by
oral histories connected to review by BlairThomas
puppet practices around the
world. and by the 'texts of '
the actual puppets. masks and
performing objects. Edited by Dassia N. Posner, Claudia Orenstein. and John Bell
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Setting the Record Straight- ep ev g.=Pf4{,4
1 Participant

Dear Andrew C. Periale,

Going through Issue 36 of Puppetry International ( Fall and
Winter 2014), I came across "Charleville-Mazidres, The World Capital
for the Arts of Puppetry." I was happy to see photo 22. showing one
of our very talented trainees' work. But I was very surprised that I
was announced as the only director of the workshop. The Interna-
tional Institute engaged two artists to direct this workshop  Narguess
Majd and me. We both taught and accompanied the trainees all dur- UNIMA-USA < jiho/cu.¥/;0.,·
ing the three weeks and as your magazine is known to be a source of
accurate information, I thought to let you know.

I hope that you and your group will continue the fruitful work which
has great importance among international publications on Puppety.

Best wishes,
Alain Lecucq

F~ll **<,
W~lER 70~
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ESSAY AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY JACK FIELDS, 2014 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTCorrection- www. unima-usa . org/scholarships/iack_fields
- 6 N -0..im.qk-f/l -1 In Pl#36. our Puppetry
~~ ('~ R Centers issue, we mis- UNIMA-USA is happy to announce our annual scholarship of

spelled the author's name $11)00 that will be awarded to American puppeteers to attend
1.1 4 ,~-~; 1 *:1 for the piece on the Pup- training workshops abroad. The deadline for applications A

pet Showplace Theater November 30.2()15 fur Atudy iii the year 2016.
iii Brookline, MA. This

'

* ' )4 should properly have ~'83#I~ For more information, 20 to:
been attributed to :~4f Jbra www.unima-usa.org/scholarships0, 441 4 r :14,7·'-4~4-0' Roxanna Myhrum. **6*t or contact Irina Niculescu at:

scholarship@unima-usa.org
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A CONFERENCE EXPLORING
THE WAY PUPPETS CELEBRATE,
EDUCATE & ADVOCATE FOR
SENIORS & THEIR COMMUNITIES I.-4--

MAY 27 MAY 29 2016 , 'r
Sthcone A rt Mater. /s are (1 va i AibR al .-

CALGARY. ALBERTA Alcone alci,neco.nim (New )#k),
FormX formx.eu (*opeandistributor- Amsterdam, Banrlona, Madrid) ' ~

, The Con*leat Sculptor scu##com Ng' York) ,
Nigel's Beaut**Emporium nigelbeauty.com (Hollywood) '

Frends Beauty Supplyfrendsbeauty c,„n 11*44;wood) .
Paint and Powder Store paintandp„wdli·sl„i:.co,HI Vi~Vinia)

Scotty's M*ke-Up scbttysmakeup.conza,i (Austrata - NewSouth Wales, Melbourne)* ~
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f f 1 J o i n u s o n Facebook for updates, volunteer opportunites, and more!
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